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Editorial Comment

It is common to hear the modern world described as increasingly ‘globalized’. Although this term is uncertain and contested, it often refers to a range of ways in which the world has become more integrated, in particular through developments in trade, information technology, the sharing of ideas and practices, and governmental co-operation.

The practices of imprisonment have themselves become the subject of globalization. It has been argued that ideas about prisons have become homogenised across nations and replicate wider aspects of modern society. In particular, it has been argued that the use of prisons has become more politicised and popularised. This has fed what has been described as ‘new punitiveness’ with growing use of imprisonment, increasing use of mandatory and indeterminate sentencing and the promotion of harsher conditions. It has also been argued that ‘managerialism’ has been increasingly used not only as a way of making public services such as prisons more efficient, but also as a way of identifying and directing resources towards the policing and control of ‘problematic’ groups. However, globalization has also been an opportunity to promote and disseminate human rights as a means of improving practice.

It would be wrong, however, to suggest that globalization is sweeping away all that has gone before or is dramatically transforming beyond recognition society generally or specific institutions, such as the prison. In many ways, prisons remain the same, with buildings that sometimes date back two centuries; practices, routines and cultures that are deeply rooted; and indeed there is nothing new about the trials of gender, race and poverty in the prison population. These local, traditional features are important and enduring. The nature of globalization is perhaps best understood as a dynamic interaction between the global and the local, between the modern and the traditional.

This edition of Prison Service Journal has an international flavour, with articles from four continents. A number of the articles consider specific, local aspects of prison practices and cultures. Sacha Darke discusses the nature of staff-prisoner relationships in Brazilian prisons, which are characterised by inter-dependence and strong bonds of mutual trust and support, where prisoners take on significant responsibility for the operation of the institution. Katarzyna Celinska addresses the impact on women prisoners in USA of separation from family and friends and suggests how this may be ameliorated. Francesca Vianello offers an ethnographic account of an Italian prison, drawing out the links with wider issues of power and inequality. From the review section, Steve Hall discusses a book addressing the failures of drug policy in New Zealand. Although these articles are based in specific local situations and reflect the uniqueness and distinctiveness of those contexts, the issues will also be familiar to those working in prisons around the world. Together these articles illuminate that, although there are local variations, there is also a sense in which the prison and the problems of imprisonment are themselves globalized in as much as they are replicated and repeated across different nations.

Three articles also address the global financial crisis and its impact. Both Michael Cavadino in relation to England and Wales, and Mary Rogan in relation to Ireland describe how the respective governments responded to the crisis with policies of austerity and proposed moderation in the use of imprisonment. In England and Wales, Cavadino argues that this met with political resistance and suggests that this illustrates that such changes cannot take place for economic reasons alone. Instead, they are situated within a wider political economy, which shapes the role of the state and the nature of social power. He argues that this political economy can be detected in the close relationship between the welfare regime in different countries and their use of imprisonment. In contrast, Rogan suggests that recent court decisions in relation to financial crimes suggest a potential change in direction, shifting the attention of the criminal justice system towards the crimes of the powerful. She therefore tentatively hints at a change in the wider political economy. The third article to address the financial crisis is even more optimistic. Chris Fox, Kevin Albertson and Kevin Wong provide a critique and develop the theoretical case for ‘Justice Reinvestment’. This is an approach that argues that by reducing the use of imprisonment, the resources freed up can be used to better effect addressing social problems in the areas where prisoners come from and improving services that prevent crime. This is an approach that has been gaining momentum as various governments face the realities of economic restraint. Fox, Albertson and Wong suggest that this is an approach that has significant potential and offer a way ahead to improve its theoretical basis and potential appeal to policy makers and communities.

This edition draws together a range of articles from around the world. Together they highlight that prisons face a series of similar problems, including staff-prisoner relationships, the impact on families and the importing of social problems into the prison. Although the precise contours of these issues vary from place to place, they will be familiar to people working in prisons around the globe. The articles also indicate that prisons are not insulated from wider international trends, not only economics, but also ideas and practices that can be termed as the political economy. Viewing this optimistically, the development of Justice Reinvestment illustrates that those working in and interested in prisons need not simply be subject to or observers of global change, but can be enabled by this to become agents of change.

3. For example International Centre of Prison Studies see http://www.prisonstudies.org/
The Coalition government initially seemed likely to pursue policies which might lead to a significant reduction in the prison population. By the time the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 was enacted such hopes had been dashed. The failure of the promised new direction in penal policy raises interesting questions about the roles of economics, politics and ideology in shaping such policies.

The Promised New Direction

When the Coalition government came to power in May 2010, three factors combined to give some hope to those who wished for a penal policy which would seek to reduce the prison population from the record level of 85,000 it had just reached in April. The first was the presence in the government of the Liberal Democrats. The second cause for hope came with the appointment of Kenneth Clarke as Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice. The third was the fact that the Coalition came into government pledged to slash the existing budget deficit: surely then there was a chance that the £4 billion annual cost of imprisoning offenders could be a target for savings?

Admittedly, one would not normally look to a Conservative or Conservative-led government to pursue any policy that might be construed as being soft on criminals. The Conservative Party has usually portrayed itself, generally successfully, as the ‘tough on crime’ party. This Conservative stance was to some extent neutralised by the ‘tough on crime and tough on the causes of crime’ repositioning of the Labour Party by Tony Blair, but the Tories were never actually outflanked on law and order by New Labour, despite the continued rise in prison numbers to what were then all-time record levels. Once this Act was implemented, however — and did indeed temporarily manage to achieve a reduction in the prison population — a political and media backlash led to Clarke repealing key provisions in the Act and starting the penal system moving in a more punitive direction. Now in 2010 however, Clarke was firmly positioned on the liberal wing of the Conservative Party and his initial pronouncements on penal policy showed evidence of a definite resolve to instigate a change in direction in penal policy which would involve a lesser use of imprisonment. As early as June 2010 he publicly mused ‘why is the prison population twice what it was when I was the Home Secretary not so very long ago?’
(Guardian, 14 June 2010). In a number of speeches and announcements thereafter he reinforced this message, pointing out that there was no clear correlation between prison populations and crime rates (Guardian, 14 July 2010) and saying that there should be greater emphasis on rehabilitation and community sentences rather than short sentences of imprisonment. The signs were that Clarke at this stage particularly favoured some sort of new statutory restriction on the passing of short custodial sentences — such as the presumption against passing prison sentences of three months or less as introduced in Scotland by the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 — as advocated by the Liberal Democrats, the Prison Governors’ Association and Napo.

Resistance and Retreat

Already, however, opposition to this approach was building from voices on the Conservative right wing (including former Tory leader and Home Secretary Michael Howard), while reservations about the possibility of restrictions on short term sentences were voiced by the Magistrates’ Association. Would this be a turning point or a false dawn? Would the government maintain a less punitive path in the face of these opposing voices, or would Clarke’s attempts at liberal reform come to grief — like the attempt by a previous Conservative government in the early 1990s which Clarke himself had played a significant part in derailing?

It was not long before there were signs of potential reforms being stymied by ‘populist punitiveness’. In July 2010 junior Justice Minister Crispin Blunt made a liberal speech on penal policy in which he announced the rescinding of an order forbidding prisoners from holding parties with staff permission. (This order had been made by Labour Home Secretary Jack Straw in 2008 following a media campaign, an incident which Blunt described as ‘typical of the last administration’s flakiness under pressure’.) Blunt’s announcement was immediately followed by a Daily Mail headline (23 July 2010) ‘Now You Pay for Prison Parties’ and then by the news that Prime Minister David Cameron had overturned the decision.

The Coalition’s review of sentencing policy led to the Green Paper Breaking the Cycle published in December 2010. Absent from the Green Paper were any attempts to restrict courts’ statutory powers to pass short prison sentences. Also absent was another idea previously trailed by Clarke to reduce the length of ‘tariff’ (minimum imprisonment) terms for murderers; press reports suggested that this omission was at the insistence of Prime Minister David Cameron. Still, the Green Paper’s proposals were designed to reduce the demand for prison places by 6,450, saving £210 million per year from the Ministry of Justice’s budget. About half of this reduction (over 3,000 places) was expected as a result of a single proposal: increasing the maximum ‘discount’ from sentences given to defendants who plead guilty at the earliest opportunity from one third to 50 per cent. The Green Paper also reiterated the Government’s plan for a ‘rehabilitation revolution’, and pledged more diversion of offenders with mental health and drug problems to community provision. Although courts’ powers to pass short prison sentences would not be abolished or restricted, the Government would seek greater use of financial penalties and community sentences, with an emphasis on ‘strenuous unpaid work’. The strategy now seemed to largely consist of a revived version of the ‘strategy of encouragement’ and ‘punishment in the community’ which had been tried before with no lasting success: attempting to persuade sentencers that, now non-custodial penalties have been toughened up, they can be used more often in preference to short prison sentences.

This already diluted package, and especially the central proposal to increase sentencing discounts, ran into serious difficulties. In May 2011 the media and the Labour Opposition targeted the discount proposal emphasising the crime of rape (‘Soft Justice for Rapists: Rapists will have their jail terms halved if they admit guilt’ — Daily Mail, 18 May 2011) and in defending the proposal Clarke made unfortunate remarks in a radio interview which seemed to suggest that not all rapes were serious. He reportedly attempted to partially salvage the discount proposal by exempting more serious offenders, but was eventually forced to drop the proposal entirely.

In June 2011 the government published the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill (LASPO). (A Liberal Democrat MP reportedly claimed that the word ‘punishment’ had been specifically included in the title in order to ‘give the right image to the Daily Mail and the Daily Express’.) The Bill, which became an Act in 2012, by now of course contained no restrictions on short sentences or increased discounts for guilty pleas. It did abolish New Labour’s

1. Breaking the Cycle: Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders, Cm 7972.
disastrous indeterminate ‘imprisonment for public protection’ sentence, albeit replacing it with a ‘two strikes and you’re out’ mandatory life imprisonment for serious offenders. There was also to be a new minimum sentence of six months’ imprisonment for threatening with a knife or other weapon. The ‘rehabilitation revolution’ survived, as did plans to divert some mentally disordered offenders from prison and the criminal justice system and foster greater use of restorative justice. Of LASPO’s miscellany of provisions perhaps the only ones likely to reduce the prison population to any noticeable extent were the abolition of imprisonment for public protection and a restriction on the powers of courts to remand unconvicted defendants in custody if they seem unlikely to ultimately receive a custodial sentence. Overall this revised package seemed likely to ensure that the prison population would not be reduced, but continue to rise. Indeed, by March 2012 Kenneth Clarke was overtly promoting tougher community sentences for their own sake, abandoning even any vain hope that they might be used as alternatives to custodial sentences (‘Community sentences are not an alternative to short prison sentences. They must be made more effective punishments in their own right’.)

Thus the story of Kenneth Clarke’s penal policy was largely one of well-intentioned proposals for reform being stymied by political forces, the media and populist punitiveness. Clarke was forced to retreat step by step on proposal after proposal until very little was left and he could even be said to be moving in the opposite direction from the one he had initially signalled. His attempt to hold back the punitive tide of penal policy had achieved about as much success as King Canute’s defiance of the forces of nature. Indeed it had already seemed doomed when in the autumn of 2011 (following the urban riots of that summer) the penal policy had achieved about as much success as King Canute’s defiance of the forces of nature. Indeed it had already seemed doomed when in the autumn of 2011 (following the urban riots of that summer) the prison population reached more all-time records, now exceeding 88,000. September 2012 saw the coup de grace. Clarke was removed from his post as Justice Secretary and replaced by his Conservative colleague Chris Grayling, who swiftly asserted that he had no intention of reducing the numbers of people in prison while simultaneously announcing that almost all community orders would henceforth contain a punitive element. It had been a false dawn.

Economics, Ideology or Politics?

There is a puzzle here. If economics — and in particular the alleged imperative to bring down the structural national budget deficit — is as powerful a force determining government policy as is often assumed, why did Clarke’s attempt to pursue his cost-cutting reforms fail? It is not that economic and fiscal imperatives have been playing no part at all in penal developments and policy. We have already noted how the Conservatives, even in opposition, had to scale back their plans for prison expansion for perceived economic reasons. Within cuts imposed to the Ministry of Justice budget of nearly a quarter under the Coalition’s spending plans, the prison budget has also been cut (though so far by a lesser amount). But since Clarke’s plans to save an estimated £210 million by reducing the prison population bit the dust, the search for savings has mostly consisted of freezing the building of new prisons while closing some old ones and allowing more doubling up of prisoners in cells. Pursuing savings by measures which could be perceived as ‘soft on criminals’ was ultimately deemed politically unacceptable. The story looks not so much one of policy ideas coming to grief through hitting an economic ‘bottom line’, but more like an economically desirable package hitting a bottom line drawn and enforced by punitive ideology.

This might have surprised some eminent theorists of punishment, starting in the 1930s with Rusche and Kirchheimer and their pioneering work of Marxist penology, Punishment and Social Structure. They argued that the economics of any society directly determined penal developments. For example, they offered an economic explanation for the rise of the ‘house of correction’ (the forerunner of the modern prison) from the end of the sixteenth century onwards. Early capitalism needed more labour power, so it became uneconomic to kill and mutilate offenders by capital and corporal penalties. It was more profitable for offenders to be incarcerated and set to productive work. Punishment could therefore be used to ‘fill out the gaps in the labour

market'. Even where this was not the case, Rusche and Kirchheimer argued that the choice of methods of punishment is largely influenced by fiscal factors, such as how much a punishment costs to administer. Similarly, Andrew Scull’s 1977 study of ‘decarceration’ — the move towards creating ‘alternatives to custody’ in the 1960s and 1970s — proposed that this development was primarily a product of a fiscal crisis which led to a need to deal with offenders more cheaply in the community rather than in prison.6

Unfortunately for these theories of ‘economic determinism’, they only intermittently seem to fit the actual historical facts when applied to punishment. Rusche and Kirchheimer themselves had to admit that imprisonment became the standard method of punishment at a time when the demand for prison labour had fallen as a result of technological and other developments. Scull’s ‘decarceration thesis’ is similarly undermined by much historical evidence relating to the use of imprisonment. For example, between the 1940s and mid-1970s the Netherlands provided almost a textbook example of penal ‘decarceration’ which spectacularly fails to conform to the fiscal crisis argument, for the dramatic reduction in the Dutch prison population mostly occurred during a time of unprecedented prosperity. Conversely, the Netherlands subsequently experienced a significant expansion of prison numbers which coincided with a period of heightened economic uncertainty. Moreover, as economic problems in the West deepened in the 1970s, prison populations in the US, Britain and a number of other countries rose.

Simple economic determinism as an explanation for penal developments seems simply not to work, as the travails of Kenneth Clarke again appear to bear out. Scull, Rusche and Kirchheimer were all forced to amend their theses by introducing the notion of ideology — potent social ideas which Marxist thinkers such as Antonio Gramsci and Louis Althusser have theorised as interacting with a society’s ‘economic base’ in a complex dialectical manner.6 Arguably, ideology is even more powerful than could ever be allowed by Marxist approaches, which traditionally see society as consisting of an ‘economic base’ that (in Althusser’s phrase) determines matters ‘in the last instance’. Certainly at times like this it seems as if it is punitive ideology rather than economic forces that is ultimately calling the shots.

The workings of the political realm are one factor which simple economic determinism fails to encompass satisfactorily. Political dynamics between and within the main parties have certainly been one factor in the saga of Coalition penal policy, with the Labour Opposition playing its part. Following the departure from top-level politics of such icons of penal harshness as Michael Howard and ‘New Labour’ architects Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, there were some signs that the penal policy ‘arms race’ — whereby each major party accuses the other of being ‘soft on crime’ resulting in ever-escalating harshness of punishment — might be coming to an end. On his election as Labour leader in September 2010, Ed Miliband declared: ‘when Ken Clarke says we need to look at short sentences in prison because of high re-offending rates, I’m not going to say he’s soft on crime’, and his Shadow Justice Secretary Sadiq Khan similarly declared: ‘we won’t accuse the government of being soft on crime just for the sake of it.’ (Guardian, 7 March 2011). Yet Labour, including Miliband and Khan, were prominent in the torpedoing of Clarke’s proposal to increase sentence discounts, while Labour also opposed plans to limit custodial remands and to abolish imprisonment for public protection. Meanwhile, Liberal Democrat support for Clarke’s policies could best be described as muted.

Political Economy and Punishment

But economics may still also be of relevance — albeit not in a simple deterministic manner whereby whatever is economically functional will automatically happen. There may be more subtle connections between economic ‘realities’, ideologies and penal practices that are worth exploring.

If we compare different countries with each other, it is possible to discern some relationships between their political economies — and in particular their welfare systems — and the severity of their penal practices.7 Modern Western countries can be

categorized as either ‘neo-liberal’, ‘conservative corporatist’ or ‘social democratic’ nations. ‘Neo-liberalism’ refers to the (politically conservative) free-market capitalism exemplified by the United States, but also these days characterizing to a lesser extent countries such as Britain, Australia and New Zealand. The general ethos of neo-liberalism is one of individualism rather than communitarianism or collectivism. Under neo-liberalism the welfare state is minimalist, consisting mainly of means-tested welfare benefits, entitlement to which is often heavily stigmatized. The free market, low tax economic system creates much material inequality, and this results in the social exclusion of many people who find themselves unable to participate to any great extent in civil, political and social life. In ‘conservative corporatist’ countries (such as Germany and other nations in continental Western Europe), important national interest groups (notably organizations representing employers and workers) are integrated with the national state and are expected to act in accordance with a consensual ‘national interest’. In return, members of these groups enjoy welfare benefits that are more generous than those found in neo-liberal countries. The ideology and culture of conservative corporatism is a communitarian one which seeks to include and integrate all citizens within the nation, via individuals’ membership of interest groups. Conservative corporatist states offer their citizens greater protection against the vagaries of market forces and produce significantly less inequality than does neo-liberalism, but they are not strongly egalitarian. Their welfare states enshrine and perpetuate traditional class, status and economic divisions between different groups of citizens who are entitled to different levels of welfare benefits. A third arrangement (on the political left) is the ‘social democratic’ version of corporatism — more egalitarian than the conservative version — whose prime example is Sweden and the other ‘Nordic’ countries. These countries share the consensual, communitarian approach of conservative corporatism, but their welfare systems are more generous and more egalitarian, being based on universal benefits.

Comparing countries whose political economies fall into these three categories, we find that it is the neo-liberal countries (such as the USA and Britain) which have the highest rates of imprisonment, while the social democratic countries have the lowest. The archetypal neo-liberal country, the USA, has the highest pro rata prison population in the world at 716 prisoners per 100,000 population. England and Wales — still not as neo-liberal as the US — score 149; conservative corporatist Germany is on 80; while social democratic Sweden has a figure of 70.8

One likely reason9 for the existence of this relationship between political economy and rates of punishment is this. In these different kinds of political economy we find different cultural (or ideological) attitudes towards our deviant and marginalized fellow citizens. (This is perhaps more true among the ‘political class’ of policy-makers than among the general public.) The neo-liberal society tends to exclude both those who fail in the economic marketplace and those who fail to abide by the law — in the latter case by means of imprisonment, or even more radically by execution. Both types of exclusion are associated with a highly individualistic social ethos. Economic failure is seen as the fault of the individual, not the responsibility of society — hence the minimal, safety-net welfare state. Crime is likewise seen as entirely the responsibility of the offending individual. The social soil is fertile ground for a harsh ‘law and order ideology’ (or ‘populist punitiveness’). On the other hand, corporatist societies like Germany — and to an even greater extent, social democratic ones like Sweden — have traditionally had a different culture and a different attitude towards the failing or deviant citizen. Corporatist and social democratic states offer their citizens a far greater degree of protection against the vicissitudes of market forces and seek to ensure that all citizens are looked after.

Corporatist and social democratic states offer their citizens a far greater degree of protection against the vicissitudes of market forces and seek to ensure that all citizens are looked after.


must be rejected and excluded from law-abiding society, but as a social being who is still the responsibility of the community as a whole. A more developed welfare state goes along with a less punitive penal culture. The most developed welfare states of all — the Nordic social democracies — also have the lowest imprisonment rates among these Western nations.

This association between types of political economy and levels of punitiveness may also go a long way towards explaining the rise of the ‘new punitiveness’ of recent decades: as neo-liberalism has advanced, so has law and order ideology. It is no coincidence that the United States has since the 1970s been leading the world in the direction both of neo-liberalism and of the new punitiveness, for the two go together. And this also helps to explain why so many other countries have gone some distance down the punitive road, as so many of them have adopted neo-liberalism to a greater or lesser extent. Britain is very much a case in point, despite retaining a relatively well-developed welfare system compared with that of the US. The Conservative governments of 1979-1997 moved Britain decisively towards neo-liberalism, a shift their New Labour successors accepted and indeed in most respects embraced. And the ‘new punitiveness’ towards offenders came along with it.

So perhaps it should come as no surprise that recent attempts to make penal policy less punitive have proved to be an uphill struggle up a very steep gradient — indeed, to date, a losing battle. For the general thrust of the Coalition government’s policies clearly represent a further move in the direction of neo-liberalism. Markets are to remain at least as free as ever (with only a small amount of extra regulation to be placed even on the banks, whose excessive freedom and use of it ushered in the economic crisis in the first place). Taxes on the highest earners are actually being reduced, while public spending on welfare benefits is being slashed, with ‘targeting’ (i.e. means testing) of many benefits being introduced or increased. Despite the economic argument in favour of reducing imprisonment, because neo-liberalism and punitiveness go hand in hand it would actually be anomalous for a country to become more neo-liberal but less punitive at the same time — which was what Kenneth Clarke was trying to achieve.

This is not to say that it would be impossible for such a mission to succeed. We should not underestimate what human beings can achieve by determined combined efforts in even the most unpromising of circumstances. Uphill struggles are sometimes won. But if in our society and our politics we continue to care little for our fellow citizens generally, it will be hard for more humane penal policies to prevail — however much economic sense they make.
Introduction

The catastrophic collapse in the once booming Irish economy has led to swingeing budgets, huge falls in property prices, rising unemployment, cut backs in public services, and the ignominy of a bailout financed by the International Monetary Fund, the European Union and the European Central Bank. As has been the case for all aspects of public expenditure, prison policy-makers are now regularly using the language of efficiency and value for money when discussing plans for Ireland's prisons. The state's current economic woes are having some interesting effects on the direction of prison policy. Plans are afoot to reduce the prison population, after decades of growth, and despite the straitened financial circumstances, investment is forthcoming for the improvement of long-neglected prison conditions. Perhaps reflecting the public mood concerning the causes of recession, the sentencing of fraud offences is becoming more high profile, and, it appears, more harsh.

This article examines the effect of the current recession on Irish prison policy. To do so, it explores the ways in which previous times of economic crisis played out in Irish prisons. It assesses the impact of the ‘Celtic Tiger’ years of economic growth on prison policy before examining how current austerity policies are affecting the numbers in prisons, prison conditions, and sentencing.

Previous recessions and their effect on prison policy

Ireland is no stranger to economic hardship. The exceptional growth registered in the 1990s and 2000s is precisely that — exceptional. Prior to this, the Irish economy was often in recession, and stagnant for long periods.

The establishment of the Irish State

The Irish State gained its independence from Britain in 1922, and, after an ensuing brutal civil war, the State's new rulers were left with a large financial bill as well as deep political division. Vast sums had been spent on the army and compensation payments for property damaged during the war. Attempting to recover from the damage of the Civil War period, the Irish State's early years were characterised by financial retrenchment and economic uncertainty.

The Cumann na nGaedheal political party which formed the State's first government became inordinately preoccupied with recovering from this situation, and balancing the state's books, arguably more so than the state's financial status required. Vigorous economic retrenchment was considered to be the ultimate benchmark of fitness to govern. This was all the more important in order to prove that Ireland was able to look after its own affairs.

The new Government pursued a ‘laissez-faire’ economic policy, which was combined to an ungenerous approach to social policy. Social welfare provision was very slow to develop, the expansion of unemployment assistance was strongly resisted; the development of public housing was neglected, despite the high levels of slum dwellings registered in the State. The goals of cutting costs and slimming down public administration were pursued with a dogged and ruthless efficiency, becoming an over-arching focus which would permeate and shape all aspects of governmental administration.

Prison policy during these difficult years was dominated by these financial concerns, along with a keenly felt threat from those opposed to the settlement agreed with Great Britain, which established Irish independence, who wished to overthrow the fledgling State. Irish prisons were used as part of a defensive strategy, with detention extensively employed during the Civil War period. Once that threat had receded, prison...
policy makers largely forgot about the prison system and showed themselves to be extremely loath to innovate. There was no rush by the new Government to put a distinctively Irish stamp on its prison policy. No significant changes to regimes occurred from the 1920s until well into the 1940s, prisons were closed because of falling numbers and, in order to save money, the General Prisons Board, the agency in charge of the prison system, was disbanded in a wave of public service cutbacks. Prison policy was largely moribund and inert. Those within the Department responsible for it were, moreover, acting in a climate of great reluctance to public expenditure, which had a significant ‘chilling effect’ on the propagation of new ideas about how to run prisons.

The effect of the severe economic situation of this period on the prisons was seen largely in the absence of action by policy-makers. Prisons were closed down, but for administrative reasons rather than any broader penal philosophy; the concept of alternatives to custody was not well-developed amongst those responsible for the criminal justice system. With little money to spend, penal regimes were allowed to stagnate, seeing little change from one decade to the next.

The 1980s

The State was rarely in rude financial health during the following decades, but an especially difficult period occurred during the 1980s. Doing nothing about prisons was an option for the State in the 1920s as the prison population was decreasing. Following almost two decades of increases in the prison population, this course of action was no longer feasible in the 1980s. This decade, one of the bleakest periods in the history of Irish prisons, saw an unprecedented level of overcrowding, a system unable to cope with an influx of drugs and those addicted to drugs, poor industrial relations, and a high level of deaths in custody. It was also a time of political turbulence, involving three General Elections in the space of 18 months. The State was, furthermore, in a deep economic crisis which followed, and was exacerbated by, a short period of growth, which was itself based on increasing public borrowing and growing budget deficits in the 1970s. Cuts were made to the health and other budgets, with hospitals being closed and spending on public health was below the European average. During this period Ireland suffered mass emigration, had tax rates of the order of 60 per cent, devalued its currency (the punt) in 1986, and unemployment rates were very high.

Within the prisons, the most pressing crisis was one of space. The numbers of prisoners had increased steadily since the late 1960s. By the early 1980s Irish prisons were under severe strain. Prison building was mooted as the ultimate panacea to the problems this occasioned, but without any financial backing for these plans, policy-makers took a very short-termist crisis management approach to penal administration. One of the mechanisms used to relieve pressure was temporary release. Such release, for the majority unsupervised and without prior planning or indeed notice, began to be relied on more heavily as the decade progressed. In 1980, 891 prisoners were released to make way for new committals, with the figure rising to 1,298 in 1982. Another approach was to utilise the intriguingly named ‘home leave’ system in 1983. This was framed as an alternative to unsupervised temporary release known as shedding, but, in reality, it involved prisoners serving sentences for minor offences being able to remain out of prison once they signed on periodically at a local Garda (police) station.

With little money to spend, penal regimes were allowed to stagnate, seeing little change from one decade to the next.

One move to increase prison capacity received little attention when compared to the impact which it would have on the prison system. In 1983, the then Minister for Justice signed a statutory instrument which removed the provision in the Prison Rules 1947 requiring prisoners to be kept in single cells. This move increased the available capacity significantly. It had a number of effects; first the prisons appeared to be less overcrowded on paper than they were in reality. More serious, however, was the effect on prison life as well as the increasing resort to multiple occupancy cells as a permanent response to pressures on space, something which has never been reversed.

It was admitted by the then Minister for Justice in 1987 that prisoners were occupying bedding on the floor of Mountjoy Prison in Dublin as well as in the TV Room

6. Rogan (2011) see n.5.
9. Ó Gráda (1997) see n.2.
A lack of money and very real pressures on space resulted in a form of prison policy-making which was chaotic, ad hoc, almost entirely reactive and poorly planned.

The financial pressures on the prison system during these years were a factor in the crises of the 1980s. A lack of money and very real pressures on space resulted in a form of prison policy-making which was chaotic, ad hoc, almost entirely reactive and poorly planned. A lack of money was cited as a reason for the serious overcrowding, but, interestingly, this did not lead to a consensus at official level that the prison population should be brought down; this was despite the publication of reports, including those commissioned by the Government, calling for a reduction in the use of imprisonment\(^\text{16}\). Irish prison policy-makers would have built more prisons during these years, but they were simply not able to afford to do so.

The ‘boom years’ and prison policy

Ireland experienced a period of unprecedented economic growth from the early 1990s. Though, as it transpired, much of this was built on the ultimately unsustainable property boom, for almost a decade Ireland witnessed improving public finances. Government receipts increased rapidly, as did public spending. Notably, capital spending increased significantly\(^\text{17}\).

In prison policy terms, the 1990s and early 2000s formed a critical period and the policies pursued during these years have cast a long shadow. A time of intense political competition, the mid 1990s saw a politicisation of the debate on crime and prisons which had not been present in Irish public discourse previously. The political heat, combined with the reaction to a series of high profile and tragic crimes including the killings of an investigative journalist and a Detective Garda (police officer) acted as catalysts for a prison policy which was focused almost exclusively on prison spaces\(^\text{18}\). In 1994, a
Department of Justice document suggested that the country needed an extra 210 prison spaces, and that a cap should be placed on the prison population. In 1997 a Government paper proposed an extra 840 spaces; the Programme for Government agreed by the parties which assumed power after the 1997 General Election spoke of a plan to create 2,000 prison spaces. Political debate around crime and the prison system revolved around talk of increasing prison spaces and increasing the number of spaces was viewed as a sign of political strength. Reluctance to spend on prison building was used to criticise politicians as being weak on the issue of crime19.

Crucially, the fiscal limits on the political desire to build prisons present in the 1980s were no longer acting as brakes on action. However, added to this, the cultural memory amongst prison policy makers of times of extreme pressure on prison space, chaos, ‘getting by’ from day to day and a huge reliance on temporary release must have added to the pressure to increase the size of the Irish penal estate.

The legacy of this period was in bricks and mortar, with a new prison with 515 spaces opened in 2000, a new remand centre opened in 1999 and the enormously delayed new prison for women was opened in the same year. More importantly, however, prison policy became consumed with a discussion of how many prison spaces should be built, not what prison should be for, or how prison policy might relate to other aspects of social policy and the ability of prison to deal with crime and its underlying causes.

Perhaps the swansong of the ‘Celtic Tiger’ years in Irish prison policy was the plan to build a prison with the potential to hold 2,200 prisoners at Thornton Hall on a green field site in north county Dublin. Mired in controversy regarding the high price paid for the site, the size of the planned build, and the distance from the city centre, this project was driven by the then Minister for Justice, Michael McDowell20. A member of the Progressive Democrats, a party which espoused policies of low taxation and economic liberalism, part of McDowell’s rationale in the development of this plan was, perhaps ironically, to reduce the high costs associated with the running of Irish prisons, particularly in terms of staffing. In his view, contemporary penal technologies would reduce the need for prison staff. It is estimated that the cost of the plans for Thornton Hall has been in the region of €45 million.

Thornton Hall has not been built. In 2011, following the election of a new Government, a review group was set up to examine the project and whether a prison should be built on that site. That review group ultimately recommended that a smaller prison be built there, with plans to double up cells from the beginning. It remains unclear as to whether even these scaled down plans will come to fruition.

**Current prison policy**

Ireland’s economic crash has given rise to high levels of unemployment, crushing levels of public debt, cuts in public spending, and poor demand in the domestic economy. The almost bullish approach to prison policy of the 1990s and early 2000s has given way to a much more muted and cautious tone. As well as this change in rhetoric, Ireland has seen a number of concrete policy changes indicating a desire to reduce the prison population. The first indication of this came in the Programme for Government agreed between the Fine Gael and Labour political parties on the formation of a coalition government. That document stated:

*We are committed to a sentencing system that provides a safer society at a lower cost to the taxpayer. We will ensure that violent offenders and other serious offenders serve appropriate prison sentences while at the same time switching away from prison sentences and towards less costly non-custodial options for non-violent and less serious offenders. This will result in a reduction in the prison population and alleviate overcrowding*21.

A review group established to examine the continued feasibility of the Thornton Hall project also recommended an overall reduction in the size of the Irish prison population22.

Shortly after the establishment of the new Government, the Minister for Justice, Alan Shatter T.D. introduced the Criminal Justice (Community Service) (Amendment No. 2) Bill 2011 which aimed to increase the number of community service orders given by the Irish courts. The Act that followed required the courts to consider the use of community service orders for minor offences where the convicted person would have

---

19. Rogan (2011) see n.5.
otherwise received a sentence of up to 12 months’ imprisonment. There had been plans under the previous Government to expand the use of the community service scheme. Interestingly, Minister Shatter had also been centrally involved in the introduction of community service orders for the first time into Irish law at another period of economic crisis, the 1980s.

The press release which accompanied the passing of the Bill into law gave prominence to the financial savings to be derived from the scheme, stating:

The implementation of the provisions of this will deliver benefits on the national, community and individual level. Offenders considered appropriate for community service will be diverted from the prison system while making recompense to the community for the offence committed. The community benefits from the work completed and the financial burden to the State and taxpayer is reduced.23

Perhaps most remarkably, The National Recovery Plan 2011-2014, which contains the agreement between the Irish Government and the so-called ‘troika’ which is providing financial assistance to the Irish State, contains detailed commitments to reducing costs across the prison system. These include the diversion of those who default on fines from prison and the increased use of community service24. Under the terms of the ‘bailout’ for the State, the cost of imprisonment did not escape attention. That plan also envisages the reduction of staff in the Prison Service.

In March 2013 an all-party Parliamentary sub-committee on penal reform recommended a reduction in the prison population, the increase of remissment from one quarter to one third for all prisoners, and the commutation of all prison sentences of six month or less. While this level of reform is not yet Government policy, the fact that these proposals have achieved cross-party support is quite remarkable.

The most recently available figures suggest that the rate of increase in the Irish prison population has slowed down, but that the number of women being sent to prison has increased, with a 12 per cent rise in committals of women to prison from 2010 to 2011. The average daily prison population in 2011 was 4,390. There were 17,318 committals to prison in 2011 which represented an increase of 0.8 per cent on the 2010 total25.

In light of the economic prospects for the State, one might expect the Government to turn to private sector involvement to reduce costs. This does not appear to be immediately on the horizon; however, companies working in the justice sector have started to become more prominent in Ireland. G4S, which already operates a private security business in Ireland, recently sponsored a one day conference on the Justice system at which the senior prison policy-makers were present26.

While the main impact of recessionary times in Ireland on prison policy has been in efforts to cut costs, one of the most interesting changes taking place in prison matters at present in Ireland is happening in sentencing.

Changes in sentencing policy?

While the main impact of recessionary times in Ireland on prison policy has been in efforts to cut costs, one of the most interesting changes taking place in prison matters at present in Ireland is happening in sentencing. The small number of studies on the Irish prison population has shown a picture of educational and socio-economic disadvantage, high levels of homelessness, and a high prevalence of physical and mental illness27. The limited nature of criminal justice data generally in Ireland makes it difficult to examine the precise offences for which people are imprisoned in any given year28, but it is not controversial to suggest that few are sent to prison for so-called ‘white collar’ crime.

23. available at http://justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/PR11000185
However, it may be that this state of affairs is about to change. There are indications that the judiciary is taking a tougher line on financial crime than had been the case previously. Perhaps reflective of the public mood and the feeling that Ireland’s economic woes can be traced, at least in part, to reckless behaviour on the part of financial corporations, crimes of a financial nature have attracted comment on the part of the judiciary which indicates a hardening of approach. It must be said, however, that the matters sentenced by the courts to date have not directly concerned the crisis in Irish banking.

The case of DPP v. Murray29 concerned an appeal against the severity of a sentence imposed on a man who had been making false social welfare claims. Mr. Murray had been charged with one count of having a false passport and seventy four counts of theft. During the period in question, he had misappropriated sums of almost €249,000 by making claims for jobseeker’s allowance, disability allowance and supplementary welfare allowance, using nine different identities, including those of members of his family, without their knowledge. Mr. Murray pleaded guilty to the charges and received a twelve and a half year sentence. At the time of his appeal he was 63.

The fraud was described by the appeal court as ‘elaborate and sophisticated’30 and involved the use of several false identity documents, including British driving licences, which had been issued in Thailand, where Mr. Murray was living; he would return to Ireland to make the claims every three months. Mr. Murray made admissions immediately when questioned by the police and was fully cooperative, also pleading guilty at a fairly early stage. Only €11,151 of the misappropriated monies had, however, been repaid. Mr. Murray also had a previous conviction for social welfare fraud in the United Kingdom, for which he served a sentence remitted to almost 12 months’ imprisonment.

In delivering judgment, Finnegan J began by saying: perhaps reflective of the public mood and the feeling that Ireland’s economic woes can be traced, at least in part, to reckless behaviour on the part of financial corporations, crimes of a financial nature have attracted comment on the part of the judiciary which indicates a hardening of approach.

Perhaps reflective of the public mood and the feeling that Ireland’s economic woes can be traced, at least in part, to reckless behaviour on the part of financial corporations, crimes of a financial nature have attracted comment on the part of the judiciary which indicates a hardening of approach.

In delivering judgment, Finnegan J began by saying:

29. 2012 IEHC 60.
30. Ibid at 3.
31. Ibid at 1 — 2.
32. Ibid at 7.
confident in the system and reducing the amounts available for those genuinely reliant on those payments.

Finnegan J went on to say that anybody holding an Irish passport owes fidelity to the nation and loyalty to the State, under the Irish Constitution. At a time of fiscal emergency, this required that social solidarity be respected. Moreover, Finnegan J held that, in the case of offences involving the public purse, deterrence plays an important value in the sentencing process.

Overall, the Court of Criminal Appeal laid down some general principles to guide sentencing judges in future such cases. The court held:

“We therefore suggest for the future guidance of sentencing courts that significant and systematic frauds directed upon the public revenue — whether illegal tax evasion on the one hand or social security fraud on the other — should generally meet with an immediate and appreciable custodial sentence, although naturally the sentence to be imposed in any given case must have appropriate regard to the individual circumstances of each accused.”

In these particular circumstances, the court felt that a twelve and a half year sentence infringed the ‘totality principle’ whereby the sentences imposed for individual counts is adjusted in light of what is considered appropriate for the offending behaviour and offender as a whole, and reduced the sentence to nine years, with the final year suspended.

More recently, certain sentences handed down in fraud cases have garnered attention. The limits of data on Irish criminal justice mean that it is not possible to test if there have been more convictions or longer sentences for such offences recently in a statistically robust or meaningful way. The Department of Social Protection has stated that, in 2011, 270 cases of possible social welfare fraud were referred to the police for prosecution. Recently, a woman who pleaded guilty to an offence involving the receipt of €229,000 in social welfare payments to which she was not entitled and received a sentence of three years’ imprisonment.

Probably the most high profile case of late involving financial crime to come before the courts was that of Paul Begley. Mr. Begley was the head of the largest fruit and vegetable producers in the State. He pleaded guilty to an offence involving the evasion of customs duty on garlic imported from China. The offence involved the labelling of garlic, which was subject to an import duty of up to 232 per cent, as apples, which are subject to a rate of 9 per cent. The total amount of garlic involved was worth €1.1 million. Mr. Begley made full admissions and was paying back the amounts involved. He had no previous convictions, was referred to by the sentencing court as ‘an asset to the country’, was generous to charity, ran a very successful business, and was a ‘decent man’. The maximum sentence for a single count was 5 years and/or a fine of up to three times the value of the goods. Notwithstanding this, the Circuit Court imposed a total sentence of 6 years, holding that a significant custodial term was required because such offences are difficult to uncover and severe penalties act as a deterrent.

On appeal the Court of Criminal Appeal substituted this sentence with one of two years. The Court of Criminal Appeal ruled that the offence was serious and an element of general deterrence was justified. In a coincidence of various strands of contemporary Irish prison policy, Mr Begley is understood to have been released early into a community service-style scheme known as ‘Community Return’. This scheme is designed to reduce the prison population by releasing certain non-violent offenders into community projects under the supervision of the Probation Service.

A different kind of prisoner?

While this small number of cases should not be used to draw too many conclusions, the attitude of the Court of Criminal Appeal in the Murray decision does, however, lay down a clear statement that sentencing courts should deal with financial crime in a robust manner, and that custodial sentences are to be given. It may be that, as Ireland sees more financial offences being prosecuted its prisons will be required to deal with first time offenders at a more mature stage of life than is commonplace and without the usual profile of prisoners within our penal system. The effect that will have on prison policy, in terms of conditions and the development of alternatives will be both interesting and revealing of the attitude of the Irish authorities to the questions of what prison is for, and for whom it should be reserved.

33. Ibid at 9.
Entangled Staff-Inmate Relations
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Where there exists power exercised by the few or only one against the many, privilege is born and proliferates, even against the will of the power itself; but on the other hand it is normal for power to tolerate and encourage it… the more the area of power is restricted, the more it needs external auxiliaries; the Nazism of the final years could not do without them.’

In my research on prisons in the global South I have drawn inspiration from two interrelated aspects of accounts of the Nazi concentration camps. The first concerns the means by which those detained at the camps were able to create and maintain professional and interpersonal relationships and carve out meaningful existence in even the most hostile and desperate of settings. The second, and main focus of this article, relates to the depth of inmate involvement in prison management and prison routines. At Auschwitz these two themes, of everyday survival and prisoner organisation, came together in the figure of the prisoner functionary. Primo Levi describes how as many as one in ten prisoners participated in running the camp, working among other things, as cleaners, cooks, medical staff, messengers, interpreters, clerks, guards, barrack wardens, labour squad leaders, even camp chiefs and tragically, gas chamber orderlies. While these prisoners typically managed to extend their lives by just a few months and gained little in return beyond extra food rations and (in the case of the head prisoner functionaries: the kapos) cigarettes and relatively easy work, they made up the majority that survived the concentration camps. Levi was ultimately concerned with the exceptionally brutal and totalitarian character of the camps that led so many prisoners to collaborate, and the ambiguous moral position occupied by those that “… [today] might be alive in the place of another.”4 However, his wider observations relating to the depth of staff reliance on prisoners at Auschwitz are of wider application. Comparable trusty prisoner systems existed and/or exist today across the globe, in countries as politically and culturally distinct as Russia, China, India, the USA, Sierra Leone, England and Wales and Brazil, my own research

11. Prior to the Prisons Act 1835 prisoners were legally employed to work in the place of staff, including as turnkeys. Prisoners are recorded as working as office clerks until the late 1800s — see Thomas, J. (1972) The English Prison Officer since 1850: A Study in Conflict, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
focus. Equally significant, across the developing world today prison wings operate largely without the presence of officers. In these circumstances, prisoners are required to administer their own regimes. In some prisons, in India for instance, the inmate hierarchies that inevitably arise are formally managed by prison authorities. Here, officers appoint inmate leaders, who exercise power on behalf of the prison administration. In other prisons, for instance the work camps of China and the gang-infiltrated prisons of Russia, South Africa and Latin America, inmate leaders are more likely to be appointed by prisoners and to impose (and themselves be guided by) inmate rather than prison codes.11 Contrary to popular perceptions, in Brazil at least, inmate leaders govern through negotiation as much as coercion, and are as likely to be selected among the oldest or longest serving as toughest or well-connected prisoners. Further, inmate leaders typically run the wings with at least some degree of support from prison staff; nor are they necessarily castigated by other prisoners for doing so.

The primary data presented in this article is taken from an intensive three-week fieldwork study at an overcrowded, under-staffed police jail in Rio de Janeiro that I completed in September 2010 (I will refer to the jail as Polinter).12 I was introduced to the depth of prisoner involvement in running the jail within half an hour of my first visit six months earlier, when a number of new prisoners arrived and one of eleven recognised inmate leaders was called to oversee their registration and subsequent escort to the cells.13 Shortly afterwards I entered the cell block with the director and the head of the sixteen police jails in Rio de Janeiro to meet the same inmate leader to discuss (and effectively seek permission for) my plans to return to study prisoner organisation. Later my colleagues were amused to discover I had not realised the people that locked the doors behind me were prisoners. The director informed me that on some nights there was only one officer on duty. On these occasions he slept with his mobile phone next to his bed.

The extent to which inmates participate in administering the regimes in which they are incarcerated has a number of consequences for the study of prisons in the post-colonial and transitional world. In my writing on Brazilian prisons to date I have endeavoured to document and categorise the various formal and informal roles played by prisoners at Polinter and other Brazilian prisons in providing for security, discipline and welfare, from sweeping cells and washing clothes, to raising money to purchase material goods and pay bus fares for released prisoners, maintaining and enforcing norms concerning conduct, dispute resolution and dealings with prison staff, and working as turnkeys. I have demonstrated that, as in other countries in the developing world, prisoner participation can be divided into two broad categories of activity: self-governance (in which prisoners organise themselves, often with the implicit approval of staff, and may gain unofficial benefits such as additional unlock and access to the prison administration and welfare services) and collaboration (in which, as in the case of Auschwitz, inmates are formally entrusted to run prisons alongside or in place of staff, and in some cases gain additional official benefits such as pay and early release). I have also explored the context in which inmates collaborate and self-govern, principally state abandonment (low staffing levels and material deprivation) and the realities of everyday prison life (for instance, eating, washing, sleeping, receiving visits,

---


12. The nine cells at the jail measured between 18m² and 36m², yet held an average of 43 prisoners. Besides their salaries and the delivery of prisoners’ meals, the five officers that worked at the jail received no material support from prison or police authorities.

13. Officially there was one inmate leader for each of the nine cells and one senior inmate leader for each of the two wings. I had a comparable experience at Penitenciária Alfredo Trajan, a high security prison, also in Rio de Janeiro, which I visited with a public defender a few days earlier. The chief inmate leader was present for much of the three hours we spent advising prisoners. As we were leaving, he was waiting by the entrance to the main prison wing for the arrival of new prisoners. His role here was to decide which prisoners to allow in, that is which prisoners were willing to accept the authority of the wing’s inmate hierarchy, and which needed to go onto the security wing to await transfer to another prison.
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working, resolving conflicts, socialising and maintaining friendships). Finally, I have investigated prisoner collaboration and self-governance in terms of mutual dependence, accommodation and cooperation. Over the remaining pages I return to my case study of Polinter in order to analyse the consequences of inmate participation for our understanding of everyday authority in the guard-less prisons of the global South. In doing so I focus on two blurred prison boundaries: between freedom and incapacitation and, first, between confiners and the confined.

‘How did you end up here?’

Of course, prisoners also continue to perform certain janitorial and administrative duties in the post-industrial world. In some countries, most notably the USA, inmate hierarchies likewise continue to exist on the wings. Nevertheless, here inmate collaboration and self-governance remain exceptional, not defining features. Though useful, prison staff do not depend on inmates to run their regimes. As the North American and European sociology of prisons literature makes clear, the worlds of prisoners and staff remain largely distinct in the global North, and the ability of inmates to shape their experiences of prison is dependent upon the compromise or corruption of individual officers, which are as easily corrected or withdrawn as they are gained. With rare exception, prison administrations remain in control of the most important aspects of prison life, from security and discipline to everyday routines such as lockup, visits and mealtimes.¹⁵

With rare exception, prison administrations remain in control of the most important aspects of prison life, from security and discipline to everyday routines such as lockup, visits and mealtimes.

In contrast, many if not the majority of prisons in the South would quite simply not be able to operate without the support of prisoners. To expand for a moment on some of the roles played by prisoners in administering Polinter, the police not only relied on inmates to perform janitorial tasks like cleaning, cooking and distributing meals, but also to provide for basic prisoner needs such as medicines, cooking utensils, toiletries, bedding and clothing (fortunately, a number of voluntary sector groups also frequented the jail to provide, among other things, medical check-ups and pro-bono legal advice). As for discipline and security, prisoners were responsible for handcuffing and escorting, searching cells and food parcels for contraband, eavesdropping for plans to rebel or escape, and (in the case of inmate leaders) ensuring that inmates remained in their cells outside visiting hours and allocated periods of free association, did not argue, swear or raise their voices, were silent from midnight, and did not impede officers or trustees. Indeed, there were no clear divisions between the roles of prisoners and staff. In effect, there were three kinds of guard (prison officer guards, trustie prisoner guards and inmate leader guards) and three kinds of support staff (voluntary sector support staff, trustie support staff and inmate leader managed support staff).

Particularly important for current purposes was the depth of autonomy enjoyed by higher ranking trusties and inmate leaders. Trusties were organised into work teams, the most security-orientated of which were led by prisoners the director had brought with him when he arrived from another of Rio de Janeiro’s police jails six months earlier. New trusties were closely supervised by team leaders, who were in turn monitored by the two most senior trusties at the jail, both long-term prisoners who reported only to the director. The police interfered little with the work of trusties, who outnumbered them ten to one. Nor did they leave their posts during work hours, in the office in the case of the deputy director, and at the front gate in the case of the two officers that worked as plantonistas (caretakers; guards) and a female officer that searched the majority of visitors. The director spent his days sitting in the courtyard in front of the entrance to the cell block, from where he had the best oversight of the most risky procedure, the movement of prisoners to and from the wings. However, he seldom entered the cell block itself and rarely spoke to junior trusties or team leaders, choosing instead to communicate through his two head trusties. Consequently, little trustie security work

I was accompanied by one of the head trusties. The wings (on the other occasions that I entered the wings, first detailed tour of the two (gang and segregation) block on two occasions. The first was to take me on my
themselves as prisoner common prisoners. Inmate leaders described police communicate with ‘their business’. Neither did the happened on the wings was one was seriously hurt, what the wing remained quiet and no-
director explained that so long as even less impediment. The passed it to the officer through
arms cabinet, loaded the rifle and second head trustie rushed to the
As the van was leaving, the
put him in a van for immediate
entrance and as an exit for visitors), and carried mobile phones to speak to the director and
where I was sitting, and assaulted him in front of the
department, before proceeding to handcuff him and
paramedic, the handyman, the receptionists and office clerks were prisoners. Besides
having to come to terms with the crossovers in officer-trustie functions, this task was complicated further by the fact that many trusties, including the head trusties and most team leaders, were former police officers. By the end of my research, I was fully accustomed to the fact that the institution was run by its inmates. I also found myself being slowly drawn into prison routines. Mostly this involved directing visitors, most of who assumed I was working there. On one occasion, when the jail was temporarily under the charge of just one officer, I was asked to help
out at the front gate. On my last day, the director joked that if I got into trouble with the law, he would have a
job for me. On another occasion, a lawyer to whom I
was supervised by the police, including end-of-visit strip-searches and the end-of-day confere (involving
head-count, cell-check and lockup). When the director was not present, the head trusties were effectively left in overall charge of security at the jail. Both carried keys to the cell block and back gate (used as a tradesmen entrance and as an exit for visitors), and carried mobile phones to speak to the director and arrange deliveries to the jail. Other prisoners referred to the director and his head trusties as the jail’s administração (administration). Among the numerous examples of the power exercised by these two prisoners that I witnessed, one event stands out. Shortly after I arrived for my last day of research, a junior trustie tried to escape when taking rubbish bins through the back gate. One of the head trusties took him into the office, where I was sitting, and assaulted him in front of the deputy director, before proceeding to handcuff him and put him in a van for immediate transfer. In the confusion, one of the police escorts forgot his rifle. As the van was leaving, the second head trustie rushed to the

Inmate leaders worked with even less impediment. The director explained that so long as the wing remained quiet and no-one was seriously hurt, what happened on the wings was ‘their business’. Neither did the police communicate with
common prisoners. Inmate leaders described themselves as prisoner representantes (representatives) and their role as intermediaries between prisoners and the police as working on the ligação (link). However, even this aspect of their work involved little direct contact with the police. Most of the time they liaised with junior trusties over relatively mundane matters like calling prisoners with visitors, the delivery of prison meals and packages from families, and the purchase of material goods. For more serious matters such as indiscipline and changes to prison routines, they liaised with the head trusties. In the three weeks that I researched there, I only saw the police enter the cell block on two occasions. The first was to take me on my first detailed tour of the two (gang and segregation) wings (on the other occasions that I entered the wings, I was accompanied by one of the head trusties). The
second occurred when a common prisoner assaulted a trustie, and the director entered with his head trusties to speak with the relevant wing representative. The two sides agreed that the culprit was out of control and needed to be moved on.

There was, then, little to distinguish trusties and inmate leaders from prison officers, not only in terms of function, but also of command. Besides
having to come to terms with the crossovers in officer-trustie functions, this task was complicated further by the fact that many trusties, including the head trusties and most team leaders, were former police officers. By the end of my research, I was fully accustomed to the fact that the institution was run by its inmates. I also found myself being slowly drawn into prison routines. Mostly this involved directing visitors, most of who assumed I was working there. On one occasion, when the jail was temporarily under the charge of just one officer, I was asked to help
out at the front gate. On my last day, the director joked that if I got into trouble with the law, he would have a
job for me. On another occasion, a lawyer to whom I

16. Bandyopadhyay (2010) and Bandyopadhyay and Jefferson (2010) describe analogous experiences in their research on prisons in India and Sierra Leone (see n.3 and n.7).

17. Here, comparison can be made with the compound pridůrki of the Soviet gulags, many of the most senior of which were likewise former police — Solzhenitsyn (1975) (see n.5). More generally, up to half of all trusties either started out as prison officers and/or were employed as prison officers at the end of their sentences — Applebaum (2003) (see n.5).
All of the 464 prisoners that were being held at the time of my research were confined in the sense that they could not go beyond the boundaries of the jail. Likewise, all prisoners faced severe overcrowding at the jail, which measured just 1,200m². The point is not that conditions were bad for everyone, but that there was significant variation in the conditions experienced by individual prisoners. This was less so on the wings, where the only benefit gained by inmate leaders was to leave the cells between 7am to 7pm to work in the cell block corridors and visiting rooms. The experience of confinement on and off the wings, on the other hand, varied enormously. All prisoners held off the wings (of which around 45 worked as trusties but a further 25 or 30 prisoners, mostly university-educated or former criminal justice practitioners, were kept off the wings for their convenience and safety) dressed in their own clothes, ate better than other prisoners, and slept in more comfort, usually on their own beds or mattresses and often in air-conditioned rooms. The majority were still required to share four to six bed dormitories, but some had their own rooms. A number of trusties slept where they worked, for example in the kitchen, the lawyers’ visiting room and the medical room. The most junior trusties, the cleaners and porters, slept in the visiting rooms and the corridors of the cell blocks. Of particular significance, prisoners held off the wings had acquired certain freedoms to move around within the jail, and to chat informally with officers. This was most noticeable at the end of the working day and at the weekend, when trusties and other privileged prisoners would relax and engage in banter with the police in the courtyard. It was also noticeable at meal-times, when lower ranking trusties would collect their food and return to their posts to eat, but prisoners at the top of the hierarchy would eat alongside the police, in the courtyard or kitchen. The head trusties and one other privileged prisoner, also a former police officer, ate in the director’s room. Trusties as a whole distinguished themselves from other prisoners through terms like presos na tranca (locked up prisoners), presos de confiança (trusted prisoners) and working or being held dentro (inside) and fora (outside).

Equally intriguing were the varying conditions of officer as well as inmate work. Where trustie and inmate leader experiences of prison were defined by relative freedom, officer experiences of prison were defined by relative confinement. As previously noted, with the exception of the director the police effectively had no more, in some cases less freedom of movement than a number of senior trusties and other privileged prisoners. They also spent an extraordinary number of hours at the jail. While the officer that searched visitors worked only Monday to Friday, from 8.30am to 6.30pm, the plantonistas worked 12 hours a day, often seven days a week. The director and deputy director worked equally hard, in order to maintain a minimum presence of two officers in the evening and at the weekend. The heaviest burden appeared to fall on the deputy director, who claimed to have had only a few weeks off in over fifteen years. He likened his situation to having served a long-term sentence in semi-open conditions. The only difference between us, he enjoyed saying to trusties working in the office, was that he slept at home.

Important for current purposes is that the relative lack of privilege experienced by officers led to further erosion of everyday police power. What was most striking about the deputy director’s analogy was not so much the solidarity that he felt towards the prisoners he worked with, but their mutual experience of being constrained to the office. From this position, he had little opportunity to influence what went on at the jail. Nor did he have the necessary knowledge to do so. For instance, he had little contact with inmate leaders, and only a basic understanding of their organisation and roles. He was not even aware that segregated prisoners (who, ironically, made up 50 per cent of prisoners) had a wing representative. He also depended on senior trusties to make important administrative decisions for him, for instance which dormitories to allocate new prisoners, and which prisoners to transfer when spaces became available in state penitentiaries.

Prison authority

The more ‘prominent’ prisoners, the Capos, the cooks, the store-keepers and the camp policemen, did not, as a rule feel degraded at
all, like the majority of other prisoners... but on the contrary—promoted!16

When they got together on their porch for a friendly smoke and a chat about camp affairs, it was hard to picture just who among them might be different.17

When you get such good treatment from officers, you tend to forget you are a prisoner.20

The more I research prisons, the more I question the value of the Northern sociology of prisons literature in exploring what it is like to work or be incarcerated in the impoverished prisons of the South. Through the example of Polinter, I have sought to tease out some of the ways in which, at least in Brazil, prison is a shared experience, between prisoners and, my focus here, between prisoners and staff. More specifically, I have explored the ways in which the communal nature of Brazilian prison life persists both despite and as a result of material deprivation and staff shortage. By way of conclusion, the first point that needs emphasising is that Polinter was among the most materially deprived of Brazilian prisons. Neither was the acute shortage of staff that I found there exceptional. Across the Brazilian prison system it is not uncommon to find one officer on duty per 200, even 300 prisoners;21 prison officers make up 75 per cent of total prison staff.22

In the introduction I noted that one of the consequences of prisoner participation vis-à-vis staff shortage and material deprivation at Polinter was that prisoners and officers pulled together to maintain basic levels of security, discipline and welfare. This, of course, stands against the mainstream of existing prison conditions literature, which tends to depict Brazilian prisons as institutions of disorder, violence, exploitation and despair, in which inmate trustees invariably act as extensions of prison officer abuse of power, and inmate leaders head tyrannical gangs.23 This Hobbesian picture of Brazilian prison life, I suggest, is not only exaggerated, but is largely premised in an unquestioned extension of established Northern sociology of prisons: notably that inmates and officers stand in ‘normative opposition’24 to one another and rarely develop positive relationships;25 and that inmate solidarity has broken down as prison regimes have become harder and prison populations larger, less heterogeneous, made up of more remand and first-time offenders, and awash with hard drugs and (particularly in the US) gang culture.26 To the contrary, it is arguably the case that solidarity between and among Brazilian prison staff and inmates has increased over the past twenty years, at the same time as the prison population has almost quadrupled (to 514,582 in December 2011), the percentage of prisoners held in pre-trial detention has risen (to 42 per cent, or 217,146 prisoners), and prison gang culture has spread from a handful of prisons in Rio de Janeiro to half of prisons in the country.27 Contra David Sharbek,28 for instance, my research at Polinter and on Brazilian prisons more generally leads me to the conclusion that even large, overcrowded, self-ordering prison communities do not necessarily become predatory. This is a conclusion that is supported by other recent prison fieldwork studies in Brazil,29 and other parts of the global South.30 Bad conditions, as Bandyopadhyay puts it, give rise to social bonds as well as tensions.31

In this article I have focused on a second major aspect of staff shortage, prisoner participation and prisoner/prisoner-officer relations at the jail: the lack of clarity over what it meant to be an inmate or a member of staff. We have seen that through their joint experiences of running the jail, the daily lives of those that worked or were incarcerated at Polinter were entangled to the extent that it was not always clear or, in terms of prison authority, even necessary to know

19. Solzhenitsyn (1975), p.262 (see n.5).
20. Prisoner quoted in Bandyopadhyay (2010), p.81 (see n.3).
27. For more detailed analysis of prison conditions, staff-inmate accommodation and solidarity, and the rise of gang culture in Brazilian prisons, see Darke (forthcoming) (see n.14).
29. Again, see Darke (forthcoming) (see n.14).
30. E.g. Bandyopadhyay (2010) (see n.3); Geer and Lindegaard (under review) (see n.8).
who was a prisoner and who was an officer. Trusties and inmate leaders acted and were treated as staff, and staff experienced some of the same constraints as inmates. We have seen further that, like the compound pridúrki of the Soviet gulags and the kapos of the Nazi concentration camps, trusties inevitably interacted with officers on a social as well as professional level. Under these circumstances, the question who was guarded and who did the guarding was not a straightforward one. Neither was the question who was free and who had lost their liberty. Authority at the jail was not undermined by the lack of state resources but rather determined by a fusion of staff-inmate functions and a complexity of staff-inmate privileges. Again, these conclusions resonate little with contemporary prison studies in the North, which take as their starting point that prisons are (or at least strive to be) bureaucratic institutions in which power is imposed or negotiated from the top-down.32 Here, inmate authority is regarded as arising from defects in what are otherwise institutions of total power, defects that arise through inevitabilities of friendship, reciprocity and inmate involvement in prison regimes,33 but defects all the same. More specifically, to cite Bandyopadhyay once more, ‘... deficiencies in the exercise of total power are to be located in the ‘interactional space’ that binds prisoners and staff [...] [interwoven] relationships, strategies to maintain these relations, communication networks, rules of engagement...’34 In this article I have sought to demonstrate that in contrast to the relatively well-resourced prisons of the North, staff-inmate interaction (and the friendships, reciprocal exchanges and inmate participation from which it emerges) is not an aberration, but rather an integral feature of prison life in the South. With Martin, Jefferson and Bandyopadhyay, I would argue that ‘situational adjustments’35 to material deprivation and staff shortage, not structural dispositions of power or ostensible human rights, are key to understanding prison governance in the post-colonial world.

---

32. See e.g. Sparks, R. et al. (1996) Prisons and the Problem of Order, Oxford: Oxford University Press, who describe prison power as ‘imposed and enforced... neither spontaneous nor consensual’ (p.300).
34. Bandyopadhyay (2000, p.176 and 178) (see n.7).
The role of family in the lives of incarcerated women

Dr Katarzyna Celinska is Assistant Professor in the Department of Law, Police Science and CJA at John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York.

Introduction

In recent years, the growth of female incarceration in the United States has outpaced that of male prisoners. Yet, many important issues regarding imprisoned women’s experiences and the impact of their relationships on imprisonment remain understudied. This article explores the role of family and children in the lives of incarcerated women with a special focus on my own research—both a qualitative analysis of interviews with incarcerated mothers and a quantitative analysis of national prisoner survey data. This research centers respectively on the strategies that incarcerated women employ to cope with separation from their children and how contact with families impact women’s prison adjustment. Incarcerated women and mothers throughout the world face similar experiences and challenges, so its broad insights regarding family involvement and its consequences for prison life should apply outside of the American context.

Incarcerated women and mothers

In 2011, there were nearly 1.6 million prisoners in state and federal institutions in the USA. Although the prison population remains largely male (93 per cent), the female inmate population grew over nine-fold from 12,279 in 1975 to 111,387 in 2011. According to many scholars, this dramatic increase was largely due to punitive criminal justice policies such as mandatory sentencing for drug offences.

Statistics show that the typical female prisoner is demographically similar to the typical male prisoner. She is from a lower-socio-economic class, a single parent, and a racial or ethnic minority. However, female and male prisoners are disparate in a few key respects. First, only female inmates tend to face a ‘Triple threat’ of drug and alcohol abuse, childhood and adulthood sexual and physical victimization, and mental health problems. Most women in prison are incarcerated for drug-related offences and sexual victimization is found to be a common gendered pathway to drug use and criminal behavior.

Another distinguishing characteristic of female prisoners is the fact that most of them are mothers, and they were the primary caregivers before their imprisonment. In fact, much of the research on women in prison emphasizes the central role of motherhood. Research indicates that mothers view separation from their children as the most difficult aspect of imprisonment. Imprisonment challenges women’s ability to sustain their relationships with their children. Enos conducted 25 in-depth interviews with incarcerated women and she found that imprisoned mothers tend to present themselves as ‘good mothers’ and they seek to maintain relationships with their children while in prison.

During my research project on incarcerated women I found that the literature on relationships between imprisoned mothers and their children focuses nearly exclusively on the extent and nature of their contacts during imprisonment. A common assumption among many scholars is that children’s visits help in maintaining a bond between mothers and their children, thus lessening the strains of separation and isolation from the outside world. However, researchers and practitioners also point out that most female inmates are never visited by their children. The women who are visited tend to endure short, yet highly regulated visits. Among the reasons for non-visitation are the remote location of women’s prisons (there is often only one female prison in a state), lack of transportation due to financial limitations of families of


incarcerated women, restrictive prison rules (early hours and selected days for visitations), child-unfriendly visiting areas, and mothers’ and/or their families’ concerns about exposing children to harsh conditions of imprisonment. Although some of these factors detract from the quality of family interactions, researchers and prison officials tend to agree that visits, phone calls and mail between inmate mothers and their families, help sustain parent-child bonds and improve mothers’ adjustment to the prison environment.

How incarcerated mothers cope with separation from their children

My research, published in The Prison Journal, was based on a qualitative analysis of semi-structured interviews conducted by professor Siegel with 74 mothers (17 incarcerated, 20 jailed and 37 awaiting sentencing in community). We found that separation from children and families due to imprisonment is a very stressful event and that female inmates have developed specific coping techniques. The typology of coping techniques most prevalent in the literature is the binary categorization of emotion-focused and problem-focused coping. Emotion-focused coping involves actively managing the problem and choosing action-based solutions. However, a binary typology does not adequately capture the rich variation in coping strategies developed by incarcerated women. From the interview data, we derived a typology comprised of seven techniques that incarcerated mothers employed to cope with maternal separation: Mothering from Prison, Being a Good Mother, Role Redefinition, Disassociation from Prisoner Identity, Self-Transformation, Planning and Preparation, and Self-Blame. We identified four emotion-focused, one problem-focused and two mixed coping techniques. First and foremost, ‘Being a Good Mother,’ an emotion-focused coping strategy, was present to varying degrees among all sampled incarcerated mothers. Incarcerated mothers often presented their pre-prison relationships with their children as challenging but positive overall. They talked about intimate knowledge that they have of their children and how no one else can replace them in their mothering role. One method of maintaining an image of themselves as good mothers while incarcerated was an emotion-focused coping technique that we called ‘Disassociation from Prisoner Identity.’ Many mothers claimed that they did not belong in prison and made downward social comparisons to the many unfit mothers they had observed in prison. Another way of preserving the ‘Good Mother’ image was by practicing ‘Mothering from Prison.’ It is a problem-focused coping that entails active mothering via visits, phone calls and mail. In keeping with national statistics, most interviewed women were not visited by their families. Thus, the main ways of communication were phone calls and mail. However, the phone calls were expensive (paid by the outside recipient) and mail was infrequent. Overall, ‘Mothering from Prison’ was a very difficult and burdensome undertaking for incarcerated mothers and for their families. We also found that women with a shorter stay in prison appeared to be more likely to employ ‘Being a Good Mother’ and ‘Mothering from Prison.’ A plausible explanation is that separation from families was more recent. Accordingly, these mothers were more likely to be in contact with their children via visits and to make decisions about their children’s future. They either actually were or self-servingly believed that they were more involved in raising their children.

We found that separation from children and families due to imprisonment is a very stressful event and that female inmates have developed specific coping techniques.


Maintaining contact with children and planning for reunification after serving time in prison are an integral part of prison life for incarcerated mothers.

Family relationship and adjustment to life in prison

Prison adjustment is usually quantitatively assessed in criminal justice literature via frequency of prison rule violations. Researchers tend to study misconduct among only male inmates’ and rely upon these studies to inform their theories about the reasons behind prison violations. Thus, there is an unfortunate tendency to assume that explanations originally developed to explain male misconduct also apply to females. However, studies on female and male offenders and inmates have provided ample basis to posit that various factor contribute differently to female inmates’ misconduct and their prison adjustment. Male-oriented theories seem to neglect the distinct pathways to crime and misconduct among women such as the co-occurrence of mental health problems, drug/alcohol dependency, and prior sexual and physical victimization. Another important, above mentioned difference between male and female prisoners is that the parental role is more salient for female inmates. Thus, models of women’s behavior in prison should include contact with their children and families via visits, phone calls and mail. The literature suggests that females are considerably less likely to engage in prison misconduct compared to males. They also commit less serious and violent violations. These patterns contribute to the inattention to female inmates’ misconduct and the general tendency to explain it with male-oriented theories and variables.

However, there were some recent attempts to link prison misconduct with gender-specific explanations. For example, Jiang and Winfree found that phone calls decreased the frequency of violations for female and male prisoners. In another study, Gover, Perez, and Jennings found that length of imprisonment increased the probability of only females’ misconduct. They theorized that female inmates cope with more stressors than male inmates including mental health issues and separation from children and families. Longer imprisonment lengths separation and isolation from their families leading female inmates to commit more prison misconduct.

Researchers are increasingly likely to include gender-specific explanations in their explanations of prison adjustment, but the number of studies examining these explanations empirically is still very limited. My recent collaborative research on prison misconduct among a national sample of state and federal prisoners found that gender and gender — related factors were fundamental in explaining prison rule violations. The selection of independent factors and the patterns of interaction between gender and other factors are crucial to understanding the causes of prison misconduct.

variables for the analysis was guided both by the theoretical literature on prisoner adjustment and on explanations of female offending. The twenty-four independent variables represented six major categories: demographics, history of victimization, criminal history, current legal status, substance use and mental health status, prison program participation, and social support. Concordant with prior literature, younger, single, and black prisoners, those who suffered prior physical abuse, who had a substance abuse or dependence problem, who were serving a lengthier prison sentence, and who were convicted of a violent offense were more likely to violate prison rules. We also included a set of variables designed to capture pathways to criminality relatively prevalent among women with a particular emphasis on the role of parenting from prison. Unfortunately, some results failed to confirm our hypothesis. For example, although female inmates report more incidents of abuse in childhood, both prior sexual abuse and physical abuse were unrelated to prison rule violations for females. Likewise, we unexpectedly found no relationship between having a psychiatric disorder and the odds of prison rule violation for females. On the other hand, we found that the number of phone calls during the past week and the number of visits reduced rule-breaking behavior among females. The higher number of phone calls was also a protective factor for male inmates, but visits did not have a protective effect. This seems to bolster our theory that support from families and children and sustaining a strong parental identity are not only more significant for women than for men but that the visits in particular help women to protect their ‘Good Mother’ image and assist in their prison adjustment.

These preliminary findings have several limitations. Some important and relevant variables were not available for analysis. For example, the social support measures did not differentiate between contacts with children and contacts with other family members. Nor was it possible to separately measure the number of phone calls and the number of visits involving children. Moreover, no variable on mail from family and friends was available. Thus, the issue of social support and maintaining contact with families and children is ripe for further analysis.

Discussion

Female and male inmates differ in their characteristics, experiences and needs. Yet, researchers tend to employ male-oriented theories and variables when studying female prisoners’ behavior. The reliance upon male-oriented concepts and theories has narrowed the scope of research on coping with separation from children and families, on prison adjustment, and especially on prison misconduct.

This article, based on my prior collaborative research, aimed to enhance our understanding of how female inmates cope with separation from their children and how sustaining contact with families might help in adjustment to life in prison. There is no doubt that incarcerated mothers tend to focus on their relationships with their children and present themselves as mothers first, regardless of the nature of their relationship with children before incarceration. The coping techniques that they employ while in prison have a couple of meanings — women not only cope with separation from their children and families but also use the same techniques to cope with imprisonment. Given opportunities to cope better with separation from families and children, they would also adjust better to prison life which would yield less misconduct.

Research that focuses specifically on female inmates, on coping techniques that they employ and on prison misconduct may yield useful information for correctional policy-makers and practitioners. Models of prison misconduct among female inmates will suggest risk and protective factors that should be of interest to those who wish to reduce inmate misconduct and improve prison adjustment. Information on the prevalence and predictive influence of various coping methods and techniques will be particularly important in this connection. For example, whether visits, mail, and phone calls positively predict prison adjustment has obvious policy implications. In sum, the research findings will inform corrections’ interventions that seek to minimize female inmate misconduct while improving their coping capabilities and prison adjustment. In addition to offering important scholarly contributions, this research will recommend specific correctional policies that, if implemented, might have a positive impact on female inmates, their children and women’s prospects of successful reentry.
Daily life in overcrowded prisons: A Convict perspective on Italian detention
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Experience of prison and Convict perspective

As is the case for many researchers, my research questions and methodology stem from indirect but personal experience of detention, which has developed over the course of various experiences. Fifteen years ago I began monitoring prison conditions for an association which deals with protecting the rights of prisoners in penal institutions in the north of Italy. Subsequently I entered prison as a university professor and I then took on the role of coordinator of teaching activity at the university centre of the prison in the city where I live, which is something I continue to do. Being asked to hold a course on prison conditions and prisoners’ rights for the Master’s degree in Sociology led me to delve deeper into this topic and led me to discover that there was a great scarcity of sociological research on life in prison in Italy. In Wacquant’s well-known paper, The Curious Eclipse of Prison Ethnography in the Age of Mass Incarceration, I found the discouraging confirmation that this lack of interest in the dynamics inside prisons was not confined to Italy, however I also discovered that it was easier to conduct prison research in other European countries than in Italy. Take, for example the research of French anthropologists and sociologists, Anglophone psychologists and sociologists, not to mention the vast quantity of work on prisons produced in the United States. And it was from the US that I found a further stimulus. Shortly before John Irwin’s death I came to learn about Convict Criminology, and its attempt to challenge academic truths on prison. Finally, but related to this perspective, I came into contact with a magazine which is written entirely by convicts of the prison in my city. This is no simple prison magazine as it has become one of the major sources of information and debate on prison and detention on a national level. This was fundamental both in providing me with easier access to the prison, and also in terms of the daily material that it produces (press reviews, in-depth examination of certain issues, discussion groups).

This helps explain the origin of my desire to give voice to prisoners in my description of prison conditions which in Italy, as in many other European countries, have deteriorated drastically. The main idea was to trust their oral and written testimonies, banking on the potential of their words to deconstruct official discourses on prison.

Prisoners’ testimonies often shed a different light even on what passes in front of the observer’s eyes, and provide meanings which would otherwise be inaccessible: men packed into cramped cells are no longer purely an issue of square meters, the walkways without shelter evoke torrential rain in winter and burning sun in summer, the density of tables for visits with relatives talk of the intimacy which is denied... ‘this is the reality, and to hell with what the experts say’ say exponents of Convict Criminology’ from the United States, the country of mass incarceration.

The Italian context

In recent years in Italy, as in other countries, we have found ourselves facing what Garland (2001) has defined as a process of alignment with systems of penal control which have been consolidated in the last twenty years in the United States and the United Kingdom. During this time, processes of criminalization have become more and more aggressive and selective, affecting the most disadvantaged social groups. The Italian version of Zero Tolerance took the form of the so-called ‘prison-filling laws’ (leggi riempicarcere): the

law on second offence (the so-called ex Cirielli), which limits access to benefits if a crime is repeated; immigration law (the so-called Bossi-Fini and subsequent security package), which condemns tens of thousands of migrants to illegal status; and drugs laws, which criminalize drug consumption. We now have 68,000 prisoners, and overcrowding has once again reached intolerable levels: the effects of a recent amnesty have thus been lost. At the end of the decade the highest number of detainees of the post-war period was recorded and Italy’s incarceration rate was amongst the highest in Europe (127 detainees per 100,000 inhabitants) — excluding former Soviet bloc countries — with an overcrowding index of just under 150 per cent with respect to capacity.

A convict perspective on real detention conditions

In this section we seek to offer a brief description of living conditions in overcrowded prisons. We listened to and recorded convicts in individual interviews and group discussions. We sought, as far as possible, to work ‘with’ prisoners rather than ‘on’ them. Once the general theme was defined together, that is prison conditions in the current situation of overcrowding, we asked the prisoners to suggest issues which they would subsequently discuss in ‘communicative discussion groups’. Some of the interviews we gathered were carried out by the convicts themselves with their fellow prisoners, under our supervision.

The warehouse prison

I am a ‘inmate dog’ or a ‘dog of inmate’ and I appeal to animal rights associations to be adopted as an ‘ANIMAL’ closed in a crammed and overcrowded kennel prison, just as dogs are locked in cages. (SN)

The first image which emerges is that of the ‘warehouse prison’ — following John Irwin’s well known definition — a prison which can contain and control thousands of inmates assigned to middle security levels, by cramming them into confined spaces with very limited access to rehabilitative and recreational programs. As well as having an influence on individual living space, overcrowding also influences shared space for activities. It has become difficult to perform even the most simple daily activities:

As well as having an influence on individual living space, overcrowding also influences shared space for activities. It has become difficult to perform even the most simple daily activities:

Here space is the most strongly felt problem, … in the sense that here cells have a bunkbed and another bed in L position, all in a small cell. This means that to get out of bed or to eat or to do anything inside the cell it is really difficult for 3 people to move, so we have to move one at a time. Regardless of the number of square metres which may be right or wrong, having three of us in a cell is really difficult. (Elp)

This situation (already in contrast with art. 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights on inhuman or degrading treatment) necessarily has an impact on other aspects of prison conditions, such as access to ventilation and natural light, respect for basic sanitary requirements and availability of adequate toilet facilities. It is thus not merely a question of square metres (the 3 or 4 square metres sanctioned in the well known Sulejmanovic sentence which eventually required Italy to pay compensation, however symbolic, to the foreign inmate Sulejmanovic), but also ventilation, light, heating, health care and adequate structures, with the possibility of using the toilet in private and having regular access to showers.

This is the prison where until not so long ago the toilet was in view … there are still cells like that, those for isolation are still like that, with three people per cell, there are six cells for three … There are still some prisons where the toilet is in view … (Elp)

11. Ibid p.137.
The description provided by a prison manager\textsuperscript{14} confirms these notes:

The serious hygienic and living conditions, worsened by chronic overcrowding, have transformed detention into legalized torture: the so-called guests of the prisons are often forced to live packed in cramped, damp, humid cells, with water infiltration; they take it in turns to stand up and stretch their legs; they eat a step away from the toilet. In some cases they sleep on the floor on fetid foam mattresses chewed by mice, amongst beetles and other insects, at risk of infective and psychosomatic disease’. The combination of material problems and physical constraints which are aggravated by the current overcrowded conditions end up converging in an overall state of profound psychic distress which risks becoming unbearable if extended for long periods of time:

I think that a serious problem linked to overcrowding is the psychological damage to all prisoners. Since we all suffer when there are three of us, there are little things that we put up with every day, out of goodwill, to be reasonable, but living for years — because the sentences are long — in this condition, three people with practically one and a half metres we can use...if you take away the furniture, the bed, you have one square metre left. Where can we move? Nobody deals with this mental condition. Because people who have been putting up with this for years cannot but have a serious problem — I’m not an expert — a health problem too. In the end people explode, and nobody asks why. You are guilty for what you have done, but after months, years of living in this condition a person’s mind is permanently damaged. (Mfp)

Towards the end of the nineties a new indicator of overcrowding was introduced in Italy, according to which a ‘tolerable’ capacity could be defined for every penitentiary institute. The criteria for which the capacity of a detention centre can be declared tolerable have never been explicitly defined: this figure undergoes suspicious changes over the years, getting higher and higher. This casts serious doubts on the figure that defines what is tolerable, and means that it cannot be used for research purposes.

Management capacity or habit are what determine the ‘tolerable’ number, in the sense that first there used to be two per cell — even if these new prisons were constructed with the idea of single cells — and the tolerable number was two; now they have started adding third beds, and since it is over a year here that there is a third bed, in one year’s time this will become the tolerable number. It won’t be what it was originally, or what it was at the time of the amnesty. Now what will become tolerable is the number that there is, because you get used to having three beds per cell, the prison functions and so that means this prison can tolerate this number of people. Hence the issue of floor space disappears, it is no longer a parameter. The only parameter is habit and the ability to keep inmates under control. (EIp)

It is clear that the concept itself of ‘tolerable’ detention conditions is historically determined. It seems to ultimately boil down to two factors: the first is easily intuitable and is the country’s degree of civilization, that is democratic sensitivity to the condition of detainees; the second, more prosaically, is as the interviewee affirms — the ability to manage conflict within prisons. For this reason, as Salvatore Verde affirms ‘we can safely say that at the time of writing the tolerable capacity of the Italian detention system is 67,971 inmates’\textsuperscript{15}, that is everyone who is currently in prison.

\textsuperscript{15} Verde (2011) p. 12 see n.13.
The ‘car park’ prison

The second image evoked is that of the ‘car park prison’, a prison in which, aside from the available floor space16, you can survive by doing absolutely nothing, waiting for time to pass. Behind the alibi of emergency and overcrowding, regardless of the by now abused appeal to the Constitution, there are sections inside which merely contain tens of thousands of people. ‘In the sections there are very high levels of distress, which are also due to the overcrowding, but above all to the total inactivity’, underlines BT. With a certain sense of humour, LG — who has served over 20 years of prison — tells us:

Closed for 22 hours a day, prison offers a lot of activities to rehabilitate convicts: TV for culture, playing cards as sport or a few press ups in the bathroom, since as there are 8 of us in a cell it is the only place where you can avoid cigarette smoke, and for training courses and rehabilitation you have the chance to meet other prisoners on the prison walkway during your hour of open air. (LG)

This is the daily reality of most of the people who cannot access any of the official activities (cultural, training, work) the penitentiary system is supposed to run. It is also worth noting that often, when you manage to get access to one of these activities, it could mean you miss out on your hour of open air:

Due to a lack of personnel, lack of space etc. the hour of open air is more and more at risk. For instance, if you do another activity, last year you could still have your hour of open air, whereas now it has become an alternative to the activity because of the lack of personnel, lack of spaces... (ORP)

The system talks of individualized treatment preceded by observation of the convict. The truth is that most of the prison population has had no contact with the institution: ‘any training, no project and no evaluation’ says OS, which clearly has a negative effect, apart from on the whole point of the detention, but also on the already limited opportunities for being given leave or early exit.

I was at Giudecca prison, there the overcrowding is always the same, the number of women is static, it is always more or less the same number, there the situation has got worse because there is less and less staff, the judges don’t have the courage, it’s that too, which in overcrowded positions is even worse, the lack of prospects towards outside. If you are inside and you suffer, but you know that you are following a project, that you can hope to have a permit to leave, an ‘articolo 21’, you can carry on, you set yourself an objective, you don’t let things get you down... There was a group of about ten women, who have about a year, two years time to do, year and a half, all of them inside, all inside... that too is a great problem today. What you can put up with if you have some prospect, a hope towards leaving, gets even more unbearable if you are locked inside and you don’t see any prospects opening. (ORP)

The hospice prison

The third image is that of the ‘hospice prison’. Most of the prison population are weak subjects, with limited, if any, personal resources and external support and are already considerably vulnerable before entering prison.

Most of the prison population are weak subjects, with limited, if any, personal resources and external support and are already considerably vulnerable before entering prison.

psychotropic drugs and for peace in my sleep’ writes DV, 31 years old.

If nobody is willing to help a prisoner, and a prisoner cannot handle prison, he is lost. There are young men who take 200 drops a day: what kind of doctor gives 200 drops a day for six years? What has medicine come to? No doctor prescribes tranquilizers for 8 years: they are given for 3, 4 days, then you have to see what effect they have, these people need to be taken care of. What do they become? They become hooked on medicines, worse than drug addicts. (MIP)

According to some convicts it is an institutional response to what is considered in the end a legitimate request to stupefaction: ‘they need to not think’, a prison doctor says, ‘to sleep, to put up with prison’ as a nurse affirms; for others it is a control strategy aimed at reducing episodes of self harm and violence to others18: ‘the prison system is mainly concerned with avoiding disorder (conflictual actions) and delegitimation of the system (acts of self harm or suicide), and psychiatry, which is familiar with controlling humans in captivity, resorts to its long-standing vocation, the chemical submersion of suffering’19.

Besides this widespread use of psychotropic drugs, the number of psychiatric patients is estimated to be over 20,000 people: people who are regularly treated with psychiatric protocols, constantly sedated, at risk of self harm and in some cases suicide, treated according to emergency-outpatient procedures, that is they intervene only when there are striking manifestations of distress: ‘there is no integrated, multidisciplinary approach, not even the shadow of integrated teams’20.

This is prison

The sheer numbers in this neutralizing, containing prison in relation to the prison population as a whole suggest that no attempt is even being made to take responsibility for people sentenced to prison. Over half of the country’s prison population finds itself in the situation described above, confined to minimum living spaces and living under daily sedation. Of the 68,000 inmates in Italian prisons very few manage to gain access to ‘treatment activities’. In one of the prisons considered among the best in the country, less than 30 per cent of prisoners manage to get access. It is pointless summing the percentage of those who are enrolled in a study course (about 20 per cent, slightly less than 15,000 enrolled in the various courses in the 2009-2010 academic year), those who work (about 14,000 inmates, that is about 20 per cent of the total but with very diverse positions, often ‘fractions of jobs’21 — or take part in training courses (about 11 per cent) or in the various cultural activities. What prisoners seem to agree on is that in the warehouse prison those who can make themselves heard, who can elbow their way, who have the strongest personal and social resources, get the best deal. Even for the outside observer who spends enough time inside the prison it is easy to realize that it is always the same convicts who get to work — despite the ranking system that is supposed to have been established by the law — and to study, and take part in activities. For the others, the majority, prison is a true social dumping ground22, a place for mere containment, a place people leave after a long deculturation process, in conditions of worse deprivation than when they entered.

The prison population seems to be increasingly left to their own devices. Besides the numbers, also the main issues that shape the current debate on the future of prisons are evidence of this: the quality of recent plans for extending and increasing prison buildings, the much publicized strengthening of security and the prospects of a systematic use of evacuation and transfer have no relation to treatment and rehabilitation. In the face of 30 per cent cuts in regular funds for the prison system in recent years, the car park prison is being extended, with the recent prison plan including twenty

What prisoners seem to agree on is that in the warehouse prison those who can make themselves heard, who can elbow their way, who have the strongest personal and social resources, get the best deal.

new wings to extend already existing structures, which means they will encroach on the space of already overloaded buildings and facilities and remove some of the existing social spaces and areas for treatment activities, sacrificing football fields and courtyards. It may seem to be a secondary issue, but in a situation of deprivation of freedom, access to sporting activities is of great importance:

It’s not like I was mad on sport. It was important for me because it was the only thing that kept my spirits up in this place. It was like a hope for me, so as not to fall down, like I saw other guys do, those who started drinking wine or taking medicine, they took drugs and got really down ... through desperation, maybe because of their families, their trial... By training I managed to get rid of all that energy and anger on the weights... I’d build with salt, plastic bottles, broom handles... I also bothered my cell mates because there were 4 of us in a tiny cell, but I tried to make them understand: they had one or two years to do, I had twenty. They understood, so I’d keep training, doing 3 or 4 hours of sport a day... That way I managed to jump those times when I wanted to shout or call the guards ... I even tried to apply for a job, a course, something, but nothing. Once a guard told me: don’t bother doing those applications any more because we collect the ones with your name, and so I completely gave up. All I could do was train, because there was nothing else. (SEP)

On their part, the eleven new institutions respond to the identified need for accommodation through the main entry points and residences of those arrested, with no evaluation of the existing or potential resources needed to meet treatment needs or training requirements. On the contrary, it seems clear that the objective of the recent prisons plan ‘is the pure and simple saturation of prison spaces, according to the practice of storage, the compression (real or digital) of archives or warehouses’. Only in this sort of perspective can the systematic use of evacuation and transfer (usually 600 a year from one of the most crowded prisons in the North east, with 230 people per 100 spaces) be seen as an acceptable tool for prison management. And what also begins to become clear is why in this context the more extraordinary numbers create less of an outcry: those related to the number of people who work in prisoner treatment. For every 100 prisoners, to date, in the Italian institutes we have 50 prison guards and two rehabilitation workers. In the last ten years the funds for prison psychologists have been drastically cut (by 70 per cent) in the face of an unprecedented rise in acts of self harm, suicide attempts and actual suicides. . .

In the last ten years the funds for prison psychologists have been drastically cut (by 70 per cent) in the face of an unprecedented rise in acts of self harm, suicide attempts and actual suicides.

Conclusions

In the previous decade, with reference to the Men’s Central Jail of Los Angeles, Wacquant affirmed that it hosted an infirmary which ‘comes in third place in the

hierarchy of American public hospitals according to size’, that it is ‘also by far the country’s largest hospice for mentally ill’ and, ‘the number one shelter for the homeless in America, and therefore the (free) world’26. Even in Italy — with due proportions — prison, together with detention centres for minors and Identification and Expulsion Centres (CIE) (which at the end of last year hosted no less than 20,000 people), contains a good part of the ‘irregular’ migrant population (without legal status) in the country (90 per cent of the migrants which make up 37 per cent of the prison population are without papers); with judicial psychiatric hospitals — that are now being closed down — a significant sector of the mentally ill population, which receives little or no care (about 30 per cent of the prison population); in all, a destitute population with no resources and no future. It has been said that it is a social composition which facilitates a ‘deafening silence’27. This leaves a small part of this prison, which we optimistically estimate to be about 20 per cent of the total prison population, which is trying to resist: through personal nature, critical spirit, or due to the luck of not finding themselves in one of the worst prisons in the country, or because they receive support from outside28. We cannot deny that most of the people who have contributed to our description ‘from the inside’ of current prison life belong to this minority. Their contribution is doubly important, in that it seems to reflect the desire to oppose the logics of fragmentation and opportunism which dramatically characterize the prison of those excluded. Reflecting on their daily life, the prisoners brought together their complaints and expressed them in terms of rights, using, probably for the first time, the reference to law — usually seen as a tool of oppression — as a tool to lay claim to their collective rights.

Justice Reinvestment and its potential contribution to criminal justice reform
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Introduction

A question which has bedevilled governments since the onset of the global financial crisis is how to achieve more public good or service from every unit of taxpayer resource. In the criminal justice sector, much has been said of the potential for a new approach — Justice Reinvestment, JR. However, in the UK the application of JR has been limited as there has been little agreement on what may be gained, how much can be saved and even of what JR is comprised.

The term ‘Justice Reinvestment’ was used for the first time by Tucker and Cadora1 based on analysis undertaken in the USA. They argued:

There is no logic to spending a million dollars a year to incarcerate people from one block in Brooklyn—over half for non-violent drug offenses—and return them, on average, in less than three years stigmatized, unskilled, and untrained to the same unchanged block. This unquestioned national dependence on mass incarceration reflects a fundamentalist approach to imprisonment that actually sacrifices public safety.2

At its heart, JR postulates, it may be more economically efficient to prevent criminality in a neighbourhood than it is for society to try to deal with the crime and the consequences of crime. This holistic approach locates JR within economic and political debates about criminal justice and suggests that it has much to offer to current debates about criminal justice policy. However, the breadth of its vision also touches upon broader debates about social justice and the type of society in which we want to live.

In this article we describe briefly the principles of JR and then the development of the movement in the USA and, latterly, the UK. Thinking about current policy challenges in the UK we argue that JR has never been more relevant but that its implementation would be aided by a clearer theoretical account of JR and a strategy to effectively ‘sell’ the concept to politicians and the general public.

WHAT IS JUSTICE REINVESTMENT?

The application of economic thinking to criminal justice policy

The term ‘Justice Reinvestment’ arises from the observation that, if there are more cost effective ways of reducing crime than what is currently on offer, the social resources saved from the implementation of a successful intervention will more than outweigh the costs. Therefore investment in programmes which reduce criminality will lead to a return, in terms of future costs foregone, which will more than pay for the project.

Thus JR seeks to reduce the cost of crime in the most efficient way possible; at its base is the consideration of criminal justice as a resource allocation problem. JR is not a single strategy, project, or intervention. It is a multi-stage process providing a framework for local agencies to work together to identify and reduce the drivers of criminal justice costs3.

In general, JR has two key elements. First, it seeks to develop measures and policies to ‘improve the prospects not just of individual cases but of particular places’4. Secondly, JR adopts a strategic approach to the

2. Ibid p.2.
5. Ibid.
prevention of offending and re-offending by collecting and analysing data to inform commissioning decisions\textsuperscript{5}.

Thus, a JR approach recognises the potential to create a more law-abiding society in a more effective and less costly way than the traditional detect/convict/punish approach. Many of the cost savings may come from reductions in the crime rate. This leads to measurement issues, of course, as it not straightforward to assess the level of crimes which have been deterred. Given appropriate quantitative evidence of savings made, JR proposes moving funds spent on punishment of offenders to programmes designed to tackle the underlying problems which gave rise to the criminal behaviour\textsuperscript{6}.

As described by the UK Justice Committee\textsuperscript{7} there are four main stages to a JR approach:

1. ‘Justice mapping’: Analysis of the prison population and of relevant public spending in the communities to which people return from prison
2. Provision of options to policy-makers for the generation of savings and increases in public safety
3. Implementation of options, quantification of savings and reinvestment in targeted high-risk communities
4. Measurement of impacts, evaluation and assurance of effective implementation

The overriding distinguishing feature of JR is its reliance for its validity on economic theory. The economic imperative

However, JR is not just a response to rising prison populations. To some extent (and, as we shall see justifying and comparing different approaches and attitudes to criminality.

**THE CASE FOR IMPLEMENTING JUSTICE REINVESTMENT IN THE UK**

The origins of Justice Reinvestment: A response to increasing rates of imprisonment

In part, JR has arisen as a response to an increasing prison population. Over the most recent two to three decades, the USA prison population has tripled. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics\textsuperscript{10} the total number of inmates in State or Federal Prisons in mid-1985 was 744,208. By the beginning of 2008, 2,319,258 adults were incarcerated — 1,596,127 in state or federal prisons and another 723,131 in local jails\textsuperscript{11}. The UK, has also seen the prison population rising seemingly inexorably over the last two to three decades. In 1991 the prison population was 44,800\textsuperscript{12}; on the 22nd June 2012, according to the Ministry of Justice\textsuperscript{13} the prison population in England and Wales, was 86,456. This unprecedented growth in the level of imprisonment has surprised even those most familiar with the England and Wales criminal justice system. Upon becoming Secretary of State for Justice Kenneth Clarke noted:

\textit{I am amazed that the prison population has doubled since I was Home Secretary in the early 1990s. It stands at more than 85,000 today. This is quite an astonishing number which I would have dismissed as an impossible and ridiculous prediction if it had been put to me as a forecast in 1992\textsuperscript{14}.}

**The economic imperative**

However, JR is not just a response to rising prison populations. To some extent (and, as we shall see...
below, this depends partly on the model of JR under consideration), it is also a political response to a particular set of economic circumstances. Thus, whether or not the rate of incarceration in the UK and the USA is justified, it is apparent that it is no longer affordable. Expenditure on corrections in the USA has increased rapidly over recent years; total state spending rose from $12 billion in 1987 to $49 billion in 2007. Costs have continued to rise since that time. The National Association of State Budget Officers reported that state spending on corrections totalled $51.1 billion in the 2010 fiscal year. Even this may be an underestimate.

In the UK, in 2007, the government spent approximately 2.5 per cent of GDP on public order and safety, the highest of all countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Up until the 2008 economic crisis spending had been remorselessly increasing. The total budget for Ministry of Justice for 2009/2010 was just over £10bn and the National Offender Management System (NOMS) budget, from which the cost of prisons is met, is approximately £4bn of this. In 2010 the UK coalition government announced an ambitious cost reduction of 23 per cent over four years for the two Government departments with joint and sometimes competing responsibility for criminal justice: the Ministry of Justice; and the Home Office. Their targets for capital spend were reduced by 50 per cent and 49 per cent respectively.

The rise of evidence-based policy

Nevertheless, even in these cash-strapped times, politicians might still be advised to assess how best to reduce high prison numbers. The prisons crisis has come at a time when there is greater interest among policy-makers in evidence-based, or at any rate, evidence-informed policy. From an economic point of view, interventions may be justified, even if they are costly, by their effectiveness in reducing future costs. In the UK during the first decade of the 21st Century, while prison numbers were rising, crime rates were generally falling. A cursory inspection of the data suggests there might be some degree of correlation between these two trends, however there is no evidence which suggests the rise in prison numbers has caused a substantial part of the fall in the crime rate.

Based on unpublished research, Carter claims the 22 per cent increase in the prison population between 1997 and 2003 led to a 5 per cent decrease in crime. An earlier British study was even less optimistic about the scale of incarceration effects. Tarling concludes a one per cent reduction in crime requires a 25 per cent increase in the prison population. It is clear there is limited evidence for a reduction in crime from incapacitation.

The evidence for prison being effective at reducing re-offending amongst released prisoners (specific deterrence) is also very limited. An extensive Systematic Review by Villettaz et al. found few methodologically robust studies which made a direct comparison between the effectiveness of custodial and non-custodial sanctions. Of these, the vast majority either favoured non-custodial sanctions over custodial ones or found no difference between them. Vilattez et al.’s study has recently been updated by Nagin et al. who note that incarceration might have a criminogenic, rather than a deterrent effect on some offenders. They conclude:

15. PEW Center on the States (2008) see n.11.
the great majority of studies point to a null or criminogenic effect of the prison experience on subsequent offending. This reading of the evidence should, at least, caution against wild claims—at times found in ‘get tough’ rhetoric voiced in recent decades—that prisons have special powers to scare offenders straight.26

Of course, prison might reduce crime by deterring potential criminals others from committing crime (general deterrence). However, there is no strong evidence linking the decline in crime rates with the deterrent effect of increased incarceration. In fact the evidence suggests that prison has, at most, a small impact on overall crime rates. Summarising findings from three of the strongest econometric studies on deterrence, Liedka et al.27 note that collectively the studies suggest a ten per cent increase in the prison population resulted in a 1.6 per cent to 5 per cent drop in crime rates. Indeed, it has been suggested crime rates vary in a non-linear relationship with severity of punishment and that, beyond a certain point, increases in length of a sentence might even increase the crime rate.28

Taking opportunities afforded by new technology

One organisation which has pioneered the use of JR in the United States is the Justice Center at The Council for State Governments. They describe JR as:

*a data-driven approach to reduce corrections spending and reinvest savings in strategies that can decrease crime and strengthen neighbourhoods.*30

To some extent, JR in the USA was made possible by the increased availability and power of computing. Thus, it has built on the development of ‘crime mapping’ as a distinct sub-discipline within criminology and an important tool used by a range of practitioners within the criminal justice system, particularly the police. Justice mapping is one of the building blocks of JR and uses computer mapping to ‘visualise traditional criminal justice data in new geographic dimensions’. This technological revolution is not over. New hardware and software is only useful if relevant data is accessible. In the UK in recent years the UK government has implemented a Transparency Agenda and as a part of this, has made available a growing number of public sector data sets. This is opening up new possibilities for analysis which may underpin new JR projects in the UK.

However, JR is not simply motivated by a technological revolution. The early, more radical model of JR linked new analytical possibilities to a strong account of the interplay between individual characteristics, the family and the community in shaping offenders. Thus, in the USA, ‘justice mapping’ involves more than simply the generation of plots showing the residential addresses of offenders. They are:

‘Geographic audits’ [that] make connections between criminal justice expenditures and the well-being of neighbourhoods on behalf of whose inhabitants those resources are deployed.33

Thus technological progress has made possible the representation of links between important aspects of offending, re-offending and their relationship with wider social issues. These were very often known intuitively by professionals working in the system, but had proved difficult to convey in simple terms to policy-makers.

In the UK a renewed interest in localism and civic renewal, combined with new technology and data transparency present similar possibilities.

33. Cadora (2007) see n. 31 p.11.
THE RISE OF JUSTICE REINVESTMENT: SOCIAL JUSTICE OR SYSTEM REDESIGN?

The JR movement started in the USA at around the turn of the new millennium and has developed in a variety of ways since.

Social Justice redesign underpinned by Justice Reinvestment theory

Early concepts of JR were motivated by the observation that some communities are clearly more in need of criminal justice interventions than are others. As Cadora recounts:

The phrase ‘million-dollar blocks’ was coined to refer to research findings which show that in certain communities states are spending up to a million dollars per block to cycle residents back and forth from prison each year.34

The question Cadora and other pioneers of JR asked was simply whether this resource might be better spent on other criminal justice/social justice interventions. The suggestion and vision of JR was to ‘to invest in public safety by reallocating justice dollars to refinance education, housing, healthcare, and jobs.’35

This early model of JR places criminal justice within a broader model of social justice. Indeed, implicitly the strategy implies it is less than efficient to separate the two. Thus, part of the JR approach is to prevent criminality arising in the first place and, where it does arise, there is a need to address its underlying causes in communities and families. Clearly, social innovations based on rehabilitation can not reach those individuals who are currently at risk of becoming first-time offenders. Therefore, interventions based on ‘prehabilitation’36 must take a holistic view of the society from which offenders come.

In their consideration of the strengths of the JR approach, the Commission on English Prisons Today argues ‘Justice Reinvestment is not about alternatives within the criminal justice process, it is about alternatives outside of it’37. To the Commission, the JR approach allows the social consideration of the problem of criminality. It is in the interlinking of localised costs and benefits — including social costs and benefits — where real opportunities arise for innovation and cost savings.

Criminal Justice redesign underpinned by Justice Reinvestment theory

Over recent years the scope of JR in the USA has started to narrow. According to Tony Fabelo, who was involved with the Council of State Governments 2007 Texas initiative, and was interviewed by the authors in August 2011, JR was initially seen as a way of ‘reweaving the fabric of society’. Fabelo acknowledged that JR is a changing concept and that use of the term varies from state to state in the USA — also it is changing in line with the current political emphases of the USA. In the early JR interventions, a unifying theme was to intervene in neighbourhoods to reduce incarceration and ‘free-up’ resources for further investment, (reinvestment) at neighbourhood level. Now, Fabelo reports, money saved from successful interventions is more likely to go on closing the fiscal gap.

While the focus of JR has remained ‘efficiency’, the concept of efficiency and the time frame over which savings may accrue have been reconsidered. Increasingly the aspirations of JR programmes are limited to reducing the use of incarceration through analysis of demand for prison places and identifying opportunities at different points in the system to divert offenders from custody and/or reduce the likelihood of re-offending on release. This model of JR — which we may describe as a criminal justice system redesign approach — places little attention on what is happening beyond the criminal justice system or on preventing criminality in the first place.

Justice Reinvestment as a continuum

We would not argue that JR interventions will generally fall neatly into one of these categories. In reality social justice and criminal justice are not mutually exclusive models. In fact, what they represent is JR as a continuum, where the approach that is adopted by local,
One of the key issues of JR is an increased emphasis on localism and a particular case has been made for the devolution of youth budgets to local level. This has underpinned several ongoing initiatives including The Youth JR Pathfinder Initiative and Transforming Justice. The transfer of remand custody budgets for youth in England and Wales will take place in April 2013.

One of the key issues of JR is an increased emphasis on localism and a particular case has been made for the devolution of youth budgets to local level. This is of more than merely academic importance. A clearer theory of JR can help policy-makers place it in the broader policy landscape and highlight potential synergies and conflicts with broader economic and social policies. For researchers and evaluators a clearer theory of JR will give an important steer to the kinds of research methods and evaluation designs likely to be most productive. At present, there is not even a clear definition in the UK of what comprises a JR informed intervention.

In an interview with the authors in 2011, Rob Allen, an early UK proponent of JR and Special Advisor to the House of Commons Justice Committee when it produced its influential report on JR\(^4\)\(^2\), expressed dismay and frustration about the development of JR in the UK. He welcomed the interest in JR from national and local policy makers from across the political spectrum, but observed that JR was like ‘motherhood and apple pie’ — no-one is going to disagree with it. However, if you ask individuals what they mean by JR, this was a different matter. Allen posited that conceptualisations of JR varied considerably — ‘Three or four people will give you five or six definitions of what it is’. Compare for example Home Office Minister, Nick Herbert’s pronouncements\(^3\)\(^3\) about the equivalence of JR with Payment by Results to Allen’s own view of JR as a progressive way of linking together three critical elements: reducing imprisonment; local responsibility for organising and resourcing offender rehabilitation and reintegration; and a focus on effective use of resources.

41. Justice Committee (2009) see n. 7.
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What is required is the development of a theory of JR which emphasises the 'economic' approach, but overcomes the limitations of narrowly constituted economic theory. Many theories of crime and criminality have drawn on economic theory from Enlightenment thinkers such as Beccaria44 and Bentham45 to social theorists such as Merton46 and more recently those who have developed the 'criminologies of everyday life'47. Increasingly, however, criminologists who draw on or seek to critique economic ideas in criminology take a rather narrow view of economics based on the prevailing orthodoxy: the so-called neo-liberal economic school of thought which posits society is comprised of self-serving, instrumentally rational actors.

The rise of the neo-liberal school of economic thought is well documented48, and we recognise the precise meaning of the phrase is subject to debate. We use the term here in what appears to be its recent common understanding — that is, the paradigm of market fundamentalism which informs the so-called Washington Consensus49. Governments which follow the neo-liberal approach in general implement policies which promote: 'free' markets; private property; the application of individual incentive structures; and a circumscribed role for government50.

As the neo-liberal paradigm came to dominate thinking on social and economic policy, so it became increasingly influential within thinking about crime and criminal justice. Thus, Rational Choice theory, when applied to thinking about crime began to suggest that all a nation's citizens (now categorised as economic agents) have the potential for criminality and will commit offences if they can get away with it. This is first set out formally in the analysis of Becker51. Becker's model suggests a system of deterrence through detection and incarceration as the social response to crime — though he also emphasises fines may be imposed for lesser offences; the expected cost of the fine, ideally, being greater than the expected return on criminal behaviour.

As recently as 1979, A World Without Prisons52 was envisaged, quite realistically by Dodge, among others. Scull53, for example, was of the opinion that the policy of 'decarceration' was a product of the social organisation of 'advanced capitalism' and the associated rise of welfare. In their study of (USA) state level incarceration rates between 1975 and 1995, Beckett and Western54 support this, finding high levels of incarceration are associated with weak welfare systems. However, the 'advanced capitalism' of Scull has advanced further (if advanced is the right word).

According to Beckett and Western55 there is evidence the rise of the neo-liberal economic paradigm from the late 1970's to the present has seen the state's response to social marginality shift from welfare support to incarceration. This result is further supported by Cavadino and Dignan56 who note that the neo-liberal economic paradigm excludes many, often whole communities, from the benefits of economic growth and effective citizenship. This leads to the denial of full effective rights of citizenship. In nations which adopt the neo-liberal paradigm, incarceration rates are higher, compared with more inclusive nations:
One theory is that punishment is a sort of ‘negative reward’: societies that are prepared to reward success with higher incomes and greater social status are also more willing to punish failure with both poverty and formal sanctions. Or one could say, perhaps preferably, that a more egalitarian society is both more inclusive and less willing to consign offenders to an even more unequally low level of existence.  

However, as Jones makes clear, what is now called neo-liberalism comprises only a selective reading of economic theory. In addition, recent developments in Behavioural Economics underlie that economics is a much broader field than the Washington Consensus would suggest. If JR is to be grounded in a more holistic economic model, there is work to do to elaborate the theory in the context of the justice system in a form which avoids the limitations of the neo-liberal paradigm.

Fox et al. return to the original conception of JR sketched out by Tucker and Cadora. They develop this further into a more complete theory of JR. Their starting point is ‘standard’ economic theory. When economists or criminologists apply economic concepts to thinking about crime and criminal justice they usually start with the concept of Rational Choice theory and ask how this applies to offenders and in some cases also to victims. Fox et al. review the challenges to the standard model. They suggest that understanding crime and criminal justice starting from the premise of instrumentally rational individuals provides us with some useful insights into offending behaviour. But, through a discussion of the importance of intrinsic rewards, the impossibility of perfect information and that of non-consensual games they conclude that Rational Choice theory falls short in both: explaining the relationship between offenders and the communities in which they live; and describing the process of desistance from offending.

Instead, Fox et al. argue that a different conception of rationality is needed and they turn to concepts of substantive rationality and procedural rationality. Employing the concept of substantive rationality allows us to develop a model of social action in which reciprocal rights are central to explaining how rational actions may be constrained by social norms. This model seems to provide a much more appropriate basis for developing a theory of JR. Thus, a more realistic and subtle model of decision making is presented, one which is more in accord with the complex interactions between humans and the societies in which we live — societies which create and reinforce norms and provide the context and constraints for individuals’ decisions. This approach provides the foundations for developing a theory of JR in which delivering social justice is central.

In practice, the emphasis in criminal justice based on the neo-liberal paradigm is on detection and punishment once a crime is committed. To some extent, marketised innovations to reducing reoffending are also supported by this model, for example, payment by results and an application of Rational Choice theory to crime prevention has also given us situational crime prevention. Nevertheless this is a narrow view of the potential for prevention and the emphasis is in deterrence through the threat of punishment. However, once a broader view of economic thought is pursued, this partiality may be constrained by social norms. This model seems to provide a much more appropriate basis for developing a theory of JR in which delivering social justice is central.

If JR is to be grounded in a more holistic economic model, there is work to do to elaborate the theory in the context of the justice system in a form which avoids the limitations of the neo-liberal paradigm.
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considered, the implication for crime reduction is that investment in prevention will include measures which build community and individual resilience.

Similarly, a broader range of innovations which address the problem of reducing re-offending are suggested by a broader approach to economic theory. There remains a need to manage risk and address criminogenic needs may also be addressed. But, in this, more radical version of JR, (potential) offenders are assumed to have a degree of agency. Thus some responsibility is placed on (potential) offenders to describe their version of a Good Life and co-producing their own reintegration into society. At the same time, it is recognised individual offenders should be supported in a positive way by identifying and working with their ‘assets’ (their skills and experience), rather than concentrating on their deficits (criminogenic needs).

While neo-liberal models of criminal justice emphasise the deterrence of individuals, a more holistic economic approach suggests communities have a role. Building and mobilising community capacity to help reduce re-offending should be a key strategy. Fox et al. note that there are many points of similarity between this more holistic economic model of crime and criminal justice and the Good Lives Model. They argue that this model of offender rehabilitation might sit comfortably within the broader theory of JR that they sketch out.

This theory of JR places greater emphasis on the important role non-criminal justice agencies play in preventing offending and reducing re-offending and implicit within this more holistic economic model is a mixed economy of criminal justice provision and an approach to commissioning that supports local communities.

In sum, we suggest that an artificially narrow view of economic thought has been drawn on to motivate criminal justice. This is often termed the ‘neo-liberal’ approach, though it relies on a selective reading of the work of the founders of the neo-liberal movement. Most of the emphasis here is on the impact of extrinsic rewards (and punishment) on the individual. Deterrence may be modelled as little more than fear of punishment. In contrast a more holistic view of economics suggests humans may abstain from crime though intrinsic motivation. In this model, the emphasis is on support of communities and (potential) offenders to reduce both offending and reoffending.

Selling Justice Reinvestment to politicians and policy-makers

With a clearer theory of JR in place, the next challenge is ‘selling’ JR to politicians and policy makers. What can we learn from the US experience? When we consider recent USA experience, the striking thing is that JR has been pitched in economic terms, despite the lack of thorough theoretical underpinnings. In practice, early JR projects pointed out the illogic of ignoring the ‘million dollar blocks’ (described above). Early pioneers of JR evoked the idea of a failed ‘business case’:

From an investment perspective, both our prison and parole/probation systems are business failures. These policies destabilize communities along with the individuals whom they fail to train, treat, or rehabilitate (and whose mental health and substance abuse are often exacerbated by the experience of imprisonment.)

As the fiscal crisis caused by spiralling prison numbers became apparent, the economic argument became even more compelling. In 2003, Frank Bowman, a former federal prosecutor noted in the New York Times that in many USA states ‘people are scratching their heads and saying, ‘You know, incarcerating people for that long doesn’t work.’ According The New York Times, ‘from Connecticut to California, legislatures and governors are, with a few exceptions, eagerly finding new ways to reduce, rethink or eliminate prison sentences for crimes within their jurisdictions.’ It is this latter argument, of dealing with offenders more effectively — especially in the context of the crisis in public finances — which spurred the
development of JR in the USA. That is to say, JR needed little selling — the potential benefits sold themselves.

Also striking in the US is that JR has generally been implemented as a bi-partisan programme. Many of the early JR projects in the USA were implemented with the support of the Council of State Governments Justice Center. As a condition of its involvement in any JR project, the Council requires an invitation from all the three branches of state government (legislative, executive, judicial). This requirement is to ensure that the work will be non-partisan and broadly supported in the state. Of equal import is that JR is data-driven rather than ideology-driven and a bi-partisan approach has been helped by the fact that JR, perhaps in part because of its economic underpinnings, transcends traditional political demarcations. So, as Skolnick74 points out, it is noticeable that, in the USA, ‘progressive re-entry initiatives’ are often championed by ‘conservative states with conservative leaders’75. Thus:

It’s all very warm and fuzzy, yet such policies have been championed by the likes of Newt Gingrich and Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal.76

Superficially, there are some similarities with the current situation in the UK, for instance rising prison numbers and an economic crisis that requires substantial cuts in public spending. There is also some evidence of a degree of cross-party support for JR. So, for example, JR was thoroughly reviewed by the House of Commons Justice Committee and was given a broad endorsement by that cross-party body77. As in the USA, notions akin to JR seem to resonate with right-of-centre politicians as well as with those on the left. In the run-up to the 2010 national election the Conservative Party78, which might not be thought of as a progressive party on issues of law and order, enthusiastically endorsed the work on justice undertaken by the Washington State Institute for Public Policy79, certainly one model of JR.

However, there are also differences between the USA and the UK. First, while in the UK it has long been recognised that offending and offenders are disproportionately located in certain neighbourhoods, rates of incarceration in the UK are much lower than in the USA and the UK does not have ‘million dollar blocks’.

Secondly, there is greater organisational complexity in the UK criminal justice sector than in the USA. Consider the number of organisations involved in the delivery of custodial and community sentences in England and Wales. Overall responsibility lies with the Ministry of Justice, a central government department. The National Offender Management Service, NOMS, is an executive agency of the Ministry of Justice responsible for commissioning and delivering prison and probation services in England and Wales. NOMS is responsible for the National Probation Service and Her Majesty's Prison Service. Through these it delivers offender services by means of 35 Probation Trusts, 119 public sector prisons; and several private sector organisations which between them operate 12 prisons under contract and provide other services including prisoner escorts and electronic monitoring of offenders in the community. As we discuss below, further organisational change is planned.

Thirdly, there is limited political leadership at a local level. Until recently, the only elected politicians involved in this substantial criminal justice system employing thousands of staff were the handful of government ministers in the Ministry of Justice and the result, was that: ‘… local communities, however they are defined, have no sense of involvement in prisons and what goes

75. See for instance: http://www.rightoncrime.com/ which draws on many aspects of the Justice Reinvestment model.
76. Skolnick (2012) see n.74: unnumbered.
77. Justice Committee (2010) see n.7.
on in them\textsuperscript{81}. Recently local Police and Crime Commissioners have been elected. Below we consider what opportunities for JR they might present.

Ultimately, there is at least some anecdotal evidence that the abolition of the Government Offices and reductions in local authority and policing budgets are resulting in a loss of local analytical capacity across England and Wales — an important issue for implementing a data-driven approach such as JR.

All of these challenges suggest that even with a stronger underpinning theory and a degree of political consensus, implementing JR will not be straightforward.

**HOW JUSTICE REINVESTMENT FITS INTO THE CURRENT POLICY LANDSCAPE**

In 2010, the Conservative Party and the Liberal Democrats formed the UK’s first formal coalition government for 55 years. The first bullet point under the ‘Justice’ heading in the coalition agreement reads:

> We will introduce a ‘rehabilitation revolution’ that will pay independent providers to reduce reoffending, paid for by the savings this new approach will generate within the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{82}

Central to the ‘Rehabilitation Revolution’ is the use of Payment by Results\textsuperscript{83}. In its Green Paper Breaking the Cycle Green Paper, the Ministry of Justice proposed extending the principle of payment by results to all services for offenders by 2015\textsuperscript{84}. At the time of writing further reforms have recently been proposed in Transforming Rehabilitation — A Revolution in the Way we Manage Offenders\textsuperscript{85}. These latest proposals reiterate the intention to introduce a widespread programme of competition so that the majority of community-based offender services are subject to competition with providers drawn from the private and voluntary sectors and the existing probation service allowed to join the competition by setting up new independent entities (such as employee-led mutuals). It is beyond the scope of this paper to comment on the merits or otherwise of the proposed reforms. We restrict ourselves to identifying some potential opportunities to implement a radical model of JR within this emerging policy landscape.

The latest reforms favour a mixed economy of criminal justice provision and a mixed economy is implicit within a model of JR designed to deliver social justice\textsuperscript{86}. A mixed economy is also envisaged by Tucker and Cadora\textsuperscript{87} in their original sketch of this radical model of social innovation. They suggest the cycle of offending and re-offending can be broken by a concerted effort from National government, state government, NGO’s, the private sector, the individual at risk form criminality and his or her family working together to improve education, health, job training and (especially pertinent given the recent rise in youth unemployment worldwide, and particularly in the western democracies) job creation.

The model of JR we develop above\textsuperscript{88} and the original model of JR developed by Tucker and Cadora\textsuperscript{89} envisage a holistic approach to rehabilitation that extends beyond the efforts of criminal justice agencies.

Thinking about the issue of political leadership described above, Police Crime Commissioners (PCCs)}
could provide the single point of political leadership needed to drive forward JR. Justice Reinvestment in the USA has generally involved a clear incentive structure and a single service commissioner able to realise benefits from a new approach to service commissioning. For example, in Oregon the state government turned over to the local level county administration funds equal to the costs of keeping young offenders in state criminal justice institutions. The county was given the flexibility to invest the funds into community-based supervision programmes and into neighbourhood improvement projects. Thus, an incentive was created for the local administration to reduce the use of youth custody92. The latest UK proposals set out a model for commissioning services where the geographies across which services will be commissioned are co-terminous with PCC administrative boundaries. The suggestion is also made that ‘PCCs bring an opportunity for collective local leadership to galvanise police, local authorities, the Crown Prosecution Service and courts to work together to prevent crime and reduce re-offending’93.

Finally, the general approach set out in the reforms seems to recognise the potential for social innovation to play a greater role in the rehabilitation of offenders and, when JR is theorised as an approach to delivering social justice (as opposed to a narrower conception of ‘criminal justice system redesign’) it is, we would argue a form of social innovation.

Unfortunately, there are also elements of the reforms which might limit opportunities for JR. A key one is the intention to use a national commissioning model for rehabilitation services with 16 geographic contract areas, but with contracts administered centrally by the Ministry of Justice94. The Ministry argues that ‘. . . responsiveness to local needs does not necessitate local commissioning, as diversity can be recognised as part of commissioning at a larger scale . . .’95. This presents several potential obstacles to JR. First, all models of JR have been data driven with in-depth local analysis providing an understanding of the needs of local offenders and communities. Given the national commissioning model and the relatively short timescales this is scheduled to take place over, such analysis seems unlikely to drive service provision, at least in the short term.

Secondly, such a commissioning model also raises issues about the extent to which ‘localism’ is recognised in the reforms. As part of their comprehensive review of the prison service in England (and, to some extent, Wales), Do Better, Do Less, the Commission on English Prisons Today96 argued that the policy of localism allows the addressing of two issues simultaneously. According to the Commission, while the people of England feel their communities are increasingly disempowered97, there is good evidence to show that justice functions are more efficiently delivered at the local level98. It is argued that localising services and service providers also leads to an increase in trust99 which is associated with a reduction of the proportion of the population who are incarcerated and, we might expect, a more effective series of interventions. The commission also argues co-operation between stakeholders is more likely to be achieved at a local, rather than national, level100. Localisation is, therefore, an approach which will lead to more correctly aligned incentives as well as making it more likely interventions will be supported and be successful.

Finally, commissioning rehabilitation at a regional level and including an element of Payment by Results will result in lead contractors in each area being large

95. Ibid p.25.
100. Ibid p. 51.
entities that are ‘capable of bearing the financial and operational risks’\textsuperscript{101}. The Justice Committee\textsuperscript{102} noted the squeeze that government policy puts on smaller local organisations in favour of larger commercial enterprises and commentators have noted the risk that payment by results models in the criminal justice system pose to small, particularly voluntary sector organisations\textsuperscript{103}. The Ministry of Justice\textsuperscript{104} argues that it will take steps to ensure that smaller voluntary sector organisations are part of the commissioning arrangements it enters into and that their role is sustainable.

**Conclusions**

The challenge of JR is to look beyond the supposed solutions of previous years. ‘Solutions’ supposedly based on rigorous theory but the implementation of which have nevertheless seen prison populations grow and communities decline. The response however, is not to throw out economic theory — the economic dimension is key to JR — rather it is to draw on some new ideas (and go back to some very old ideas) in economics.

A broader view of economics recognises the limitations of the neo-liberal model as it is currently accepted; it is clear that society is not adequately represented by independent individuals considering their role in a market for crime. Other variables influence agents’ decisions, for example, community resilience, social mores and the local built environment. Local resources — the way in which citizens and localities are embedded in public, private and voluntary sector networks and intangible assets such as relationships of trust and reciprocity — are important pillars of sustainable economic activity and allow us to build a theory of JR where the aim is to reduce the need for (and cost of) criminal justice through an increased emphasis on the efficient delivery of social justice. This must take place through a mixed economy of provision: the state, private sector organisations and the charitable sector all have roles to play. Recent policy provides some new opportunities to promote such a model.

\textsuperscript{101.} Ministry of Justice (2013) see n.85 p.16).
\textsuperscript{102.} Justice Committee (2009) see n.7.
\textsuperscript{103.} Fox and Albertson (2011) see n.65.
\textsuperscript{104.} Ministry of Justice (2013) see n.85.
Book Review

Flying Blind: How the Justice System perpetuates crime and the Corrections Department fails to correct
By Roger Brooking
Publisher: ADAC (New Zealand) (2011)
ISBN: 918-0-473180-75-1
Price: $40 (NZ)
Available at http://www.flyingblind.co.nz/

Roger Brooking has been conducting alcohol and drug assessments on offenders for over 12 years. During that time he has interviewed hundreds and hundreds of people caught up in the criminal justice system in New Zealand. He has also carried out extensive research, using conventional methodology but also through numerous freedom of information requests to the Department of Corrections. Despite being kept at ‘arms length’ by the Department his knowledge, understanding and professional training means he is well placed to develop and articulate an analysis of the effectiveness of the system operating in New Zealand today. Flying Blind documents these issues in extraordinary detail. It provides a depressing picture of a system which, in his view, is more intent on ‘punishment’ than ‘providing rehabilitation, treatment or support.’ It describes the defects of the justice system — and the Corrections Department in particular — and charts the various approaches and failures of the system.

The headlines for New Zealand criminal justice present a bleak picture: the country has one of the highest rates of imprisonment in the OECD outside of the USA, imprisoning at the rate of near 200 people per 100,000 of the population, and a shocking 700 per 100,000 for Maori, who represent 15 per cent of New Zealand’s population as a whole. Whilst the cost per prison place is $91,000 (about 45,000 sterling) most of this expenditure is consumed by central overheads with only a small proportion being spent on front line services. Brooking is critical of a system that prioritises new and expensive prison building, extravagances like expensive staff uniforms and other expenditure which is not committed to ‘service delivery’ or tackling the very real problems that New Zealand faces. He cites the failure to tackle the damage caused by alcohol (a personal area of expertise) as the biggest failure. New Zealand’s geographical position means that it is still (fortunately) removed from the main drug supply routes that bring huge quantities of heroin and cocaine based substances into developed countries. It does however have extensive alcohol problems that negate this natural advantage. It provides a depressing picture of a system which, in his view, is more intent on ‘punishment’ than ‘providing rehabilitation, treatment or support.’ It describes the defects of the justice system — and the Corrections Department in particular — and charts the various approaches and failures of the system.

The headlines for New Zealand criminal justice present a bleak picture: the country has one of the highest rates of imprisonment in the OECD outside of the USA, imprisoning at the rate of near 200 people per 100,000 of the population, and a shocking 700 per 100,000 for Maori, who represent 15 per cent of New Zealand’s population as a whole. Whilst the cost per prison place is $91,000 (about 45,000 sterling) most of this expenditure is consumed by central overheads with only a small proportion being spent on front line services. Brooking is critical of a system that prioritises new and expensive prison building, extravagances like expensive staff uniforms and other expenditure which is not committed to ‘service delivery’ or tackling the very real problems that New Zealand faces. He cites the failure to tackle the damage caused by alcohol (a personal area of expertise) as the biggest failure.

In any modern society, there are many factors which contribute to crime and the development of anti-social behaviour — such as parental conflict, alcohol and drug abuse, mental health problems, violence, psychological and sexual abuse. Poverty and other socio-economic factors also play a part.

In *Flying Blind*, Brooking quotes Lord Bingham, a former chief Justice for Britain and Wales who describes the profile of a typical offender like this:

He is usually male, often of low intelligence, and addicted to drugs or alcohol, frequently from an early age. His family history will often include parental conflict and separation; a lack of parental supervision; harsh or erratic discipline; and evidence of emotional, physical or sexual abuse. At school he will have achieved no qualification of any kind, and will probably have been aggressive and troublesome, often leading to his exclusion or truancy. The background will be one of poverty, poor housing, instability, association with delinquent peers and unemployment.  

If this individual is also Maori his chances of success will be further worsened by participation in a strong gang culture, and a significant economic and governmental barriers to re-integration — unlike most of Europe there is no specific social housing obligations for the state for ex-offenders, and no provisions which limit excluding ex-offenders from employment.  

In addition to these debilitating difficulties, Roger Brooking argues that the New Zealand Justice system then makes matters worse. He says that by failing to mandate dysfunctional offenders into treatment and rehabilitation programmes, the justice system creates a vicious cycle that perpetuates criminal offending.  

*Flying Blind* documents three stages in the system where intervention could occur to break this cycle. The first stage is when offenders appear in court — affecting approximately 120,000 New Zealanders every year. 80 per cent of this offending occurs under the influence of alcohol and drugs — according to the Law Commission which conducted a review of New Zealand’s liquor legislation in 2010. But historically, judges have ordered only 5 per cent of these offenders to attend an alcohol and drug assessment or treatment as part of their sentence.  

This also applies to the more than 30,000 people convicted of drink driving each year. Even though it is abundantly clear that alcohol is a contributing factor, judges order only 5 per cent of drink drivers to attend treatment as well. In the last two years, as a result of initiatives implemented under the National Government’s *Drivers of Crime* strategy, the percentage of offenders mandated into treatment went up to 10 per cent. This is a step in the right direction but, given the size of the problem, it still only scratches the surface.  

The second stage of the justice system where intervention could occur is when offenders are sent to prison. Each year more than 20,000 New Zealanders spend time in prison. In the last four years, the Department has doubled the availability of places in drug treatment units from 500 to 1000. But this increase still enables only 5 per cent of those in prison to attend alcohol or drug treatment.  

Very few prisoners with mental health problems receive any help either. Those with severe mental health disorders may be admitted to a psychiatric hospital, but those with mild to moderate issues are generally ignored. To illustrate this point, 45 per cent of prisoners (that’s about 3,500) are estimated to have attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) which often causes behavioural problems. Ritalin (or an equivalent) is the appropriate medication for this condition. But in 2012, only 17 prisoners in the whole country were prescribed ritalin or another medication for this disorder.  

The vast majority of prisoners also have problems with reading and writing. But the Department puts so many obstacles in the way of prisoners wanting to attend literacy training that in 2010, only 9 per cent of those who started a literacy program actually completed it.  

Some rehabilitation programmes do assist some prisoners avoid re-offending. But historically the number of prisoners able to attend these programmes has been so small that nothing the Department has ever done has made any difference. Approximately 24 per cent of prisoners are back inside within 12 months; and over 50 per cent return to prison within five years. For those under the age of 25, 70 per cent return within five years.  

The third stage of the justice system where intervention could occur is when inmates come out of prison. In Canada, there are over 230 halfway homes funded by Canadian Corrections which enables 60 per cent of federal prisoners to find supportive accommodation on release. In New Zealand, there are only two halfway houses funded by...
Corrections which means less than 1 per cent of New Zealand prisoners are able to access this kind of support.

Brooking argues that there have been some disastrous consequences to the lack of commitment by the Corrections Department to rehabilitate prisoners or provide support on release. He cites two recent high profile cases of William Bell and Graeme Burton — both of whom committed murders soon after being released from prison.

Brooking points out that Bell and Burton both had significant drinking and drug problems prior to being sent to prison — but neither was required to attend treatment while incarcerated. Despite a statutory requirement to keep the Parole Board informed, the Corrections Department also failed to provide the board with alcohol and drug assessments on them prior to their release. As a result, the board was not well-informed about the severity of their addictions or the role this had played in the violent offending for which they were in prison. Bell subsequently killed three people at the Panmure RSA under the combined influence of alcohol, cannabis and methamphetamine. When Burton was released on parole he spent the next six months beating up drug dealers in the Wellington area to obtain methamphetamine. He shot and killed Karl Kuchenbecker two days after assaulting yet another dealer.

In addition to recommending increased rehabilitation in prison and more halfway houses in the community, Brooking also suggests that penal policies need to be adopted which will cut the prison population in half. He points to Finland's success at reducing its rate of imprisonment from over 180 prisoners per 100,000 of population in 1950 to its current rate of about 60 per 100,000 — a drop of over 70 per cent. While Finland's rate of imprisonment has gone down dramatically, in the last 50 years New Zealand's rate has gone up by a similar amount. It now stands just under 200 per 100,000 giving New Zealand the second highest rate of imprisonment in a Western Country.

Professor John Pratt of Wellington's Victoria University says the dramatic increase in New Zealand's prison population has been driven by penal populism — a process whereby the two major political parties compete with each other to be tough on crime. The right wing pressure group known as the Sensible Sentencing Trust has been a catalyst in this process; for over ten years now; its principle sponsor Garth McVicar has consistently called for tougher bail conditions and longer sentences for just about everyone sent to prison.

Brooking argues that this 'lock 'em up' approach to dealing with crime is a financial disaster. He describes the justice sector as an economic black hole which sucks up resources. He points out that crime costs the country over $12 billion a year — of which $5 billion is incurred by the taxpayer in court, police and prison costs and crime related health costs. In 2011, Finance Minister Bill English claimed that New Zealand was facing the biggest budget deficit in its history; as the fastest-growing Department in the public sector, Corrections was leading the charge into this financial black hole. At the same time Bill English was one of the few centrist politicians to call for an alternative approach to this spiral of increasing use of imprisonment and apparent failure of the criminal justice system.

Despite these high level hopes for reform, and because of further financial constraints, the Government has been unwilling to provide additional funding for rehabilitation programmes. But Brooking says an additional $350 million could be raised quite easily by adopting the New Zealand Law Commission's recommendation to impose minimum prices and increased levies on alcohol. Flying Blind highlights the point that alcohol causes more death and social destruction than all illegal drugs combined and endorses other key recommendations made by the Law Commission to reduce the damage it causes. These include reducing the availability of alcohol — by banning sales from supermarkets and dairies; reducing its legitimacy as a consumer commodity — by making it illegal for liquor companies to advertise on TV and radio; and reducing the destructive impact on teenagers by raising the legal age of purchase from 18 to 20.

In addition to reform of our liquor laws and increased rehabilitation, Flying Blind also highlights the need for early intervention strategies for vulnerable individuals and families. Since most of those who end up in prison come from dysfunctional family backgrounds, Government strategies need to identify individuals from at-risk families — and implement supportive programmes. When we don't, these psychologically damaged individuals frequently end up in court or in prison. If the Justice system also fails to intervene, it

creates a vicious cycle — one which locks offenders into the system and perpetuates their criminal offending.

And yet successive Corrections Ministers have repeatedly claimed that rehabilitation and reintegration are a Government priority. In 2012, the Government even set the justice sector a goal of reducing reoffending by 25 per cent. As part of its contribution to that goal, the Corrections Department announced that some old prisons would be closed freeing up $65 million to put into rehabilitation — at $16 million a year over the next four years. Ten years ago the Department claimed that a brand new $40 million system called Integrated Offender Management (IOMS) would also reduce reoffending by 25 per cent. In 2007, Professor Greg Newbold described IOMS as ‘a large and expensive failure… another wreck on the scrapheap of abandoned fads of criminal rehabilitation.’

Brooking notes that real priorities require much greater financial commitment. Flying Blind provides a number of examples of Government priorities where large amounts of funding have been applied. One of them is to rebuild Christchurch — for which the Government has so far allocated about $10 billion. Now that’s a priority. But we forget there’s also an ‘earthquake of crime’ which costs the New Zealand taxpayer $5 billion each year. This is not a one-off earthquake; the earthquake of crime shakes the country year after year after year. $16 million is just drop in the bucket — thrown into the justice sector black hole. The Government needs to get serious; the $350 million that increased levies on alcohol would raise is a serious figure. It would provide early intervention programs, rehabilitation in prison and halfway houses in the community.

But the National Government has other priorities — it plans to spend $900 million building a brand new prison at Wiri. Brooking concludes that: ‘By failing to intervene, the Justice system exacerbates the underlying cycles of poverty, poor education, parental conflict, drug and alcohol abuse and physical and sexual abuse which sets so many people down the path towards crime in the first place. This is a systemic failure of monumental proportions with serious ramifications for the safety of the community. It makes a mockery of statements by former Corrections Minister Judith Collins that ‘rehabilitation and reintegration are key government priorities’. They’re not — and they never have been.’

Flying blind relies extensively on newspaper reports and official information requests from the author; despite this it provides a valuable insight into a criminal justice system that has huge potential (and in some quarters a desire) for change, yet seems to lack the impetus or effectiveness to do this. Easy to read and poignant, Flying Blind is topical and of great value to those working in this sector both in and outside of New Zealand.

Steve Hall is a Fulbright fellow and former Prison Governor in the England and Wales Prison Service now working as the Prison Director at Mount Eden Corrections Facility in Auckland, New Zealand.

———

12. $40m to stop crimes reoffending ‘a failure, New Zealand Herald, Dec 6, 2007.
While there are many interesting chapters in the book (more on this to follow), one of the most useful is the Introduction. This has been written as a true introduction to the punishment and society field, detailing the emergence of it as an academic enquiry and importantly includes all of the important seminal work in this endeavour. The chapter works as a reminder for those who are fully conversant in the current academic literature and as a 'nutsheils' guide to those who aren't. I would include myself in the latter group, as I spent most of the chapter writing down references for articles and books which I thought sounded both interesting and important for me to read. My 'to-read' list has hence got much longer! I would therefore highly recommend this as a standalone chapter for all undergraduate criminology students and all those who have an interest in punishment and society but perhaps don't feel that they are fully initiated in the academic literature.

As previously mentioned the book is divided into four parts; commencing with seven chapters under the umbrella of punishment and social theory. The section begins with a chapter on punishment and social solidarity, by David Garland, which explains and analyses Emile Durkheim's theory of punishment and social solidarity. This argues that punishment should be shaped not by the demands of crime control, but by collective values and social relationships. In short punishment is a moral, rather than an instrumental institution and thus functions to enhance solidarity. This, Garland explains, has supplied the foundations for the scholarship of punishment and society (p. 24). The chapter does not accept the theory without question however, it fully analyses it and also looks at solidarity in modern sociology. Another interesting chapter is that by Jonathan Simon, who in Chapter 3 writes about the use of punishment and particularly the use of imprisonment as political technology. By this he means a 'political technology of the body... a craft, system, or method for organising bodies to produce specific effects that have a political value or purpose' (p. 62). The chapter focuses on the two seminal books, Discipline and Punish and The Prison and the Factory and suggests how they could be applied to later phases of penal evolution. In short Simon advocates the importance of these works and explains how they are just as important today as when they were first published. Other chapters in this section look at punishment as a tool of class control; punishment and the civilizing process and punishment and risk.

Part two of the book, which looks at mass imprisonment and inequality, opens with a chapter dedicated to punishment and inequality. As the authors, Christopher Muller and Christopher Wildeman, state, it has long been known that 'social inequality in the world outside the prison strongly predicts the distribution of inmates inside it' (p.169). However, inside of focusing on how social inequalities are evident in the prison population, the chapter looks at how punishment itself might intensify these inequalities; interestingly, looking at both negative and positive aspects of mass imprisonment in America. This is then followed by another interesting article on gender and punishment, authored by Mary Bosworth and Emma Kaufman. Rightly identifying gender as a significantly under researched area in this field, the chapter explains not only why gender matters in punishment and society, but also how gender theory can be used to inform critical accounts of punishment. In short this should compel 'criminologists to look differently at the relationship between the purposes and the experiences of punishment' (p. 199). Other chapters in this section include the carceral state and the politics of punishment; the social psychology of mass imprisonment; and, punishment (neo) liberalism and social democracy.

The penultimate part of the book, modes of imprisonment, was for me the most interesting. While the other sections of the book were compelling, my preference in reading is often knowledge about what is happening at a practical level and in this respect, this section of the book did not disappoint. The opening chapter by Alison Liebling and Ben Crewe looks at the shifting moral foundations of prison management; which for many readers of this journal would be of specific interest. Based on empirical research, the chapter focuses and reflects on the professional ideologies of past and present senior managers working in prisons. From comprehensive interviews and a full analysis of these, the authors conclude by arguing that prison managers should be inserted into the field of prison sociology (p. 302). The other chapters in this section show similar in-depth analysis and cover the punishment modes of capital punishment, community penalties, youth justice, restorative justice and financial sanctions.

Finally, part four looks to the future by looking at new contexts.

In particular it focuses on punishment and human rights (although as acknowledged by the author Dirk van Zyl Smit, this is not a new phenomenon); punishment and migration; and interestingly, and perhaps in conflict with the rest of the book: control without punishment. This latter chapter refers to the use of coercion with terrorists and the use of control in fighting the ‘war against terror’.

As I hope I have summed up this is a engaging, well written book which will be useful to academics, policy makers, practitioners and those with a general interest in punishment and society. I don’t think that it is an exaggeration to describe it as a ‘bible’ of punishment and society in that it collates and analyses past and present research, but also looks towards the future. In short, and in answering the initial necessity question, is this handbook needed, the answer is resoundingly yes.

Dr Karen Harrison, University of Hull.
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Radical: My Journey from Islamist Extremism to a Democratic Awakening
By Maajid Nawaz
Publisher: W H Allen (2012)
ISBN: 978 0753540763
(paperback)
Price: £12.99 (paperback)

This is a moving and fascinating book. It describes the turbulent life of a young, hip hop loving Essex boy, whose maternal grandparents were immigrants from North West Pakistan, as he became persuaded by Islamist ideology. His father grew up in Pakistan, but moved to the UK when he married Maajid’s somewhat Westernised mother. Maajid’s urge to civil action, fired by his experiences of racism, violence and exclusion throughout his school years, take him into the belly of extremist plotting, in England’s Universities, in Egypt and in Pakistan. He gradually becomes disillusioned with the key characters, and — paradoxically, in a brutal Egyptian prison — wiser about Islam, and he eventually departs from the organisation he is asked to lead, only to find his urge for action more persuasively satisfied by a fight against extremism and for democracy. His absorbing story shows how England is creating its own terrorists, in its failing schools and suburbs, and yet the account provides hope for ground-up movements for justice. It is a book about personal transformation, of both the dangerous and hopeful kind, and its conclusion is that being human is the most powerful weapon against violent extremism.

There are powerful moments throughout the book that, weaved together, make up the narrative of extremism: ‘I will never stand alone again’, Maajid resolves, tearfully, after being excluded from a football game on the grounds of race at school; his bruising encounters with the police; coming across older, authoritative, resistant role models, and the appeal of these self-affirming, defiant identities; the discovery of a stance that creates fear in others. He discovers how to move from experiencing life as a target: where your skin goes, fear follows — to being able to target others. Carry a rucksack. Adopt Islamism: what he describes as a politicised and distorted version of Islam. It does what years of knife-fights could not do:

I caught a glimpse of its power, and how it was capable of transforming my standing at a stroke … I wanted a dose of that courage (p. 78) … the rising strength of Islamism and Jihadism meant for the first time that you didn’t mess with Muslims. With that knowledge, I could walk the streets with confidence (p. 109).

His political energy was channelled — from hip hop and race issues to ‘something more global’: a version of Islam where the political content was more prominent than the theological:

This globalisation of our grievance was what many would later come to know as the powerful Islamist narrative (p. 89).

To replace his confused and incomplete racial identity with a religious identity worked: the vacuum was filled. Loyalty and brotherhood were precious gifts. But he was united to others though anger and a sense of grievance. European Muslims were ‘being radicalised by events in Bosnia’, by Western hesitation: Maajid and his peers recognised the same vacillation they had witnessed by the police when the wrong young people were in trouble. Their fight back had startling effects:

Unlike the student protests in the 1960s, by using religion and multiculturalism as a cover, we brought an entirely foreign lexicon to the table. We knowingly presented political demands disguised as religion and multiculturalism, and deliberately labelled any objection to our demands as racism and bigotry. Even worse, we did this to the very generation who had been socialist sympathisers in their youth, people sympathetic to charges of racism, who were now in middle-career management posts … It is no wonder then that the authorities were unprepared to deal with politicised religion as ideological agitation, and felt racist if they tried to stop us (p. 114-5).

This was the 1990s (‘the decade of Islamism’) but is highly
recognisable in some contemporary prison dynamics. Radicalising others was easy — here was a message that declared a presence, demanding respect. Fearless religious zeal intimidated those who had until now claimed the upper hand.

Maajid calls his activism, in both directions, 'the romanticism of struggle'. Throughout both his extremist and his later democratic years, he was led by his heart, not his head, his radical idealism in the end being disappointed by flaws in the politics, strategy, tactics and personalities or characters of his radical organisation, as well as in their account of Islam. It took him five years to undo the emotional, intellectual, political and social commitments he had made, and he did the unpicking without guidance. He was 'reconnected with life and humanity' via Amnesty International, amongst others: they controversially supported him whilst he was in prison in Egypt. He 'grew up', read different books, established different networks, and for the first time, he really studied Islam, 'from its sources'. He found no support for the ideology he had followed. He had to grapple with moral complexity afresh; with Islamophobia as well as Islamism: they had much in common. The fire ignited by injustice within him had to find a better 'counter-narrative'. In the end, he came to believe that knowing cultures better, through conversation, art, literature, music, and respectful dialogue, and understanding religious texts more clearly, could hold out hope to a generation seeking a better political and social order.

The characters in this account all have their flaws, but the narrative is compelling, urgent, and deeply insightful.

**Professor Alison Liebling,**
*University of Cambridge, Institute of Criminology.*

---
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**Professional and Therapeutic Boundaries in Forensic Mental Health Practice**

Edited by Anne Aiyegbusi and Gillian Kelly.
Publisher: Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2012)
ISBN: 978-1-84905-139-2 (paperback)
Price: £29.99 (paperback)

**The Therapeutic Community Under Fire**

Edited by John Adlam, Anne Aiyegbusi, Pam Kleinot, Anna Motz and Christopher Scanlon
Publisher: Jessica Kingsley Publishers (2012)
ISBN: 978-1-84905-258-0 (paperback)
Price: £29.99 (paperback)

These two books, with authors who have contributed to both titles, focus on the difficulties arising from working with forensic mental health patients. Professional and Therapeutic Boundaries in Forensic Mental Health Practice, as the title suggests, takes as its theme, boundary issues when engaging with mental health patients while The Therapeutic Community Under Fire is a collection of papers from a series of seminars, convened between 2005 and 2011, and published to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the founding of the International Association of Forensic Psychotherapy in 1991. As such, the predominant paradigm underpinning many chapters in both of these publications is psychoanalytic/psychodynamic psychotherapy.

This means that unless one is working within a therapeutically focused unit with a treatment model that contains elements of psychoanalytic/psychodynamic thinking, there is probably little of direct relevance in these two books, particularly for the majority of HMPS staff working with prisoners in a mainstream custodial environment. However, there are concepts contained within chapters in each of these books that can be applied within the wider prison service, whether one is a ‘cognitive-behavioural’ psychologist, an operational manager or, in some respects, a NOMS policy lead. For the predominant question posed is — what is the impact upon staff of working with disturbed, difficult, potential dangerous and vulnerable patients? How does working with disruptive and demanding patients/prisoners, whose behaviour causes staff so much concern, affect how staff operate? These books can therefore be read alongside the excellent recently published Department of Health/Ministry of Justice practitioners guide to working with personality disordered offenders (which is free to download).

It could be argued that the effect upon staff of working with prisoners who are particularly demanding and challenging is a matter which the Prison Service has insufficiently considered. Yes, we can have our professional standards unit which successfully prosecutes staff who have engaged in inappropriate, corrupt actions and who are guilty of ‘misconduct in public office’, but have we adequately enquired into why such staff breach security regulations? Is it simply for financial gain? Or, for personal gratifications derived from working relationships that have become too close and which are occasionally of a sexual nature? Is this just staff weakness or is there something about the nature of the containing environment that staff work in and the personalities of the prisoners who staff are often in daily contact with, which makes certain staff more susceptible than others to increased pressure, persuasion or even attention (especially if they
are encountering struggles in their personal life? And, if so, is there anything the Prison Service can do to better assist such staff? A read of chapters in these books might provide some clues and assist in answering this question.

Professional and Therapeutic Boundaries in Forensic Mental Health Practice opens with a chapter on Relationships, Boundaries and Mental Health with an identification of relevant risk factors for those working in a forensic mental health setting and a listing of some institutional factors that contribute to an enhanced risk of boundary violations. Other chapters of potential interest include: the patient’s experience of professional abuse in the psychological therapies; boundaries in forensic mental health nursing; boundary violations in medium security, with young people, when working with those who have learning disabilities or when interacting with those who have been diagnosed with a severe personality disorder.

The Therapeutic Milieu Under Fire takes some of the thinking within Professional and Therapeutic Boundaries in Forensic Mental Health Practice and in addition to clinical chapters, explores further the organisational dynamics arising from engaging with forensic mental health patients. The editors acknowledge that the book is also set in the context of the recent closure of some notable mental health facilities: Henderson Hospital TC, Main House TC, Webb House TC, the Cassel Hospital Families Service, the Arbours Crisis Centre and the Pines Centre.

Chapters of potential specific interest to NOMS/HMPS members include “Complaints as a Tool for Bullying”; “Your Friends and Neighbours: Professional Boundary Violations — A Review of Perpetrator Typologies and Impact on Clients”; “Annihilating The Other: Forensic Aspects of Organisational Change’ (the closure of the Henderson Hospital); ‘What Makes a Secure Setting Secure’ (from an interpersonal relationships/dynamics perspective) and, ‘The Traumatised-Organised-In-The-Mind: Opening Up Space for Difficult Conversations in Difficult Places’.

For the majority of staff working in HMPS/NOMS these are books with an unfamiliar style, language and approach. Nevertheless, there are benefits to be obtained from ‘dipping into and drawing pointers from’ particular chapters, as opposed to being able to directly translate and immediately put into practice specific concepts and learning contained with individual book chapters.

Michael Brookes is Director of Therapeutic Communities at HMP Grendon and visiting Professor at Birmingham City University.
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Little of what we know about prison comes from the mouths of prisoners, and very few academic accounts of prison life manage to convey some of its most profound and important features: its daily pressures and frustrations, the culture of the wings and landings, and the relationships which shape the everyday experience of being imprisoned.
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